










Executive Summary  
The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) is responsible for operating and maintaining over 
41,000 miles (90,000 lane miles) of roads and over 8,400 bridges, ranking SC as the fourth largest state-owned 
highway system in the nation according to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).   
SCDOT’s statutory mission (Section 57-1-30, SC Code of Laws) states that, “SCDOT shall have as its functions 
and purposes the systematic planning, construction, maintenance, and operation of the state highway system and 
the development of a statewide intermodal and freight system … the goal of the Department is to provide 
adequate, safe, and efficient transportation services for the movement of people and goods.” 
Following confirmation of the Secretary of SCDOT, Janet P. Oakley, on May 22, 2014, a Strategic Direction was 
established which identified new strategies, objectives, and performance measures.  The complex process of 
defining performance measures, assembling baseline data, evaluating the potential effectiveness of various 
strategies, establishing targets and determining associated resource requirements is under development.  
However, it remains essential to link programs and expenditures to performance, and therefore, we have taken 
the initial step by using simple directional measures which will evolve into specific targets with a fully developed 
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Section I: Agency Accomplishments 
The 2014 year was one of major accomplishments with highlights, results and achievements.  Many 
of the major accomplishments for SCDOT are presented below. 
 Significant Progress on Act 98 Projects –Act 98 designated $50 million for a two-year program to 
replace 70-90 structures on the list of load-restricted and closed bridges, provided $40 million in 
recurring revenue for resurfacing state secondary roads not eligible for federal aid and $50 million 
per year to support a $550 million bonding program for modernizing Interstate highways in SC.  
Projects funded directly by, or benefitting from Act 98 have surpassed target goals in some areas. 
The announcement of how these funding resources have been put to work in the three major 
funding categories was made in a report to the SCDOT Commission on December 4, 2014.  
o Road Resurfacing - 17 of the first 20 projects were originally scheduled for completion in 
2014. These projects included 211 road segments totaling 131 center-line miles that are 
complete and open to traffic. The remaining 3 projects are on schedule to be complete in the 
spring of 2015 as originally programed. The 2014 ACT 98 resurfacing program totaled $36.3 
Million. 
o Bridge Replacements – SCDOT received $50 million in one-time funding for this category to 
replace closed and load restricted bridges over a two-to-three year period. To date, SCDOT 
has received bids on 28 bridges totaling $19 Million. In summer 2014, the first Act 98 bridge 
project was completed in Blacksburg on Jumping Branch Road Bridge. 
o Interstate Improvements - The I-85/I-385 Interchange project in Greenville County is the 
largest Act 98 project. A $231 million contract was awarded in fall 2014 and is the second 
largest project in the history of South Carolina. Act 98 is providing $80 million in the funding 
package. A Notice to Proceed was issued on October 30, 2014 for the 410-day design 
phase of the project. The goal is to reconfigure the interchange to improve safety and 
efficiency for the nearly 200,000 vehicles that use it on a daily basis. 
 Emergency Responses - Thousands of SCDOT employees provided a variety of services to the 
people of South Carolina during the two winter storms of 2014. The winter storms resulted in 
extraordinary amounts of roadside debris, where 21 counties were declared by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency to be eligible for federal financial assistance for debris removal. By 
July 2014, the work to remove and dispose of the debris left in the aftermath of the two storms was 
completed.  
 SCDOT Customer Service Center (CSC) received its 30,000th call on February 14, 2014, just 19 
months after opening in 2012.  The CSC allows the public to have better access to the agency’s 
services for asking questions and reporting problems. In 2014 the Center received 1,383 calls during 
the week of the January storm and 1,208 calls during the week of the February storm. During a 
“normal” time period in FY 2014, the CSC averaged 425 calls per week and 1,845 per month. 
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 Completion of Significant Projects - During the past year, SCDOT completed hundreds of projects 
statewide.  Significant projects include the following: 
o I-20 in Richland County was widened along a six-mile section from four lanes to six lanes in 
June 2014. The project was extended an additional 1.5 miles to remove and replace rapidly-
deteriorating asphalt.  
o I-26 project in Lexington and Calhoun Counties began in early 2014, and will widen I-26 from 
four lanes to six lanes and rehabilitate an additional 10 miles to SC 6. The project is scheduled 
for completion in July 2015. 
o US 601 Bridge Replacement Project on the Richland-Calhoun County border was completed.  
The previous bridges structures were built in the 1940’s and were classified as structurally 
deficient and functionally obsolete.  US 601 remained open during construction allowing the 
replacement structure to be built adjacent to the existing bridge to avoid an impractical detour. 
o I-77 Bridge Deck Emergency Repair was completed in less than 48 hours in York County on 
December 12, 2014, after a lane closure of the southbound bridge deck.  The job included 13 
hours of demolishing the deteriorated portion of deck; 10 hours of sand blasting and other 
preparation work; 1 hour to pour concrete and 12 hours of cure time. 
 2040 Statewide Multimodal Transportation Plan (SMTP) – was given approval by the SCDOT 
Commission on August 21, 2014.  The SMTP is a 25 year plan that includes long-range plans for 
interstates, strategic corridors, transit, rail, freight, and safety across South Carolina. 
 Strategic Direction – was unveiled by Secretary Oakley on November 4, 2014.  The Strategic 
Direction was developed as a roadmap to chart a course for performance-based strategic 
management. The roadmap outlines the agency’s goals, values, emphasis areas, strategies and 
performance metrics. The performance-based strategic roadmap will enable SCDOT to work with and 
engage employees and public and private partners in fulfilling the vision of delivering a world-class 
21st century transportation system. 
 Safety Initiatives - South Carolina’s highway fatalities continue to decline. An Interagency Safety 
Council was established to elevate safety awareness and promote the state’s “Target Zero” goal.  In 
addition, SCDOT has begun converting select intersections into roundabouts to improve safety. In 
2014 eleven roundabouts were constructed as safety improvement projects across the State. 
 511 Traveler Information Systems were updated to provide online streaming video of traffic in the 
fall of 2014.  This information is used by the motoring public, as well as first responders.  It can be 
accessed at www.511sc.org. 
 Safe Routes to School Program Wins Award - SCDOT’s Safe Routes to School (SRTS) program 
won an award from the American Council of Engineering Companies. SCDOT is only one of three 
states (the others being Georgia and Massachusetts) to establish Resource Centers to assist school 




Section II: 10-Year Plan Detailing Future Needs of the State 
 
SCDOT recognizes that preservation and modernization of our transportation system are essential to 
the economic health of our State.  The infrastructure challenges for the state are addressed through the 
management of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) and the Statewide 
Multimodal Transportation Plan (SMTP).  While there is not a ten-year plan, SCDOT oversees a six-
year, short term plan and a twenty-five year, long term plan that details the needs statewide.  These 
plans are explained below: 
 The STIP is the states’ six-year transportation improvement program for all projects or 
program areas receiving federal funding. The document is updated every three years and is 
revised on a continual basis to reflect the latest program and project information. The 
SCDOT Commission, as well as the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal 
Transit Administration (FTA) approve the STIP. The STIP is located on the SCDOT website 
at: http://www.scdot.org/inside/pdfs/STIP/stip_statewide.pdf. 
 
 The 2040 SMTP is the states’ twenty-five year Statewide Multimodal Transportation Plan, 
which focuses on maximizing South Carolina’s limited funding resources, maintaining the 
state’s position in the global marketplace, and efficiently moving both people and goods.  
This plan was developed in conjunction with SCDOT management, staff, and transportation 






Section III: 5-Year Traffic Regulation Plan 
In response to ACT 181 of 1993, also referred to as the 1993 Restructuring Act, the SC Highway 
Department was separated into the Department of Public Safety, the Department of Motor Vehicles, 
and the Department of Transportation.  Pursuant to Section 1507 of ACT 181, the duties and powers 
relating to highways do not contain the traffic regulation (including administration and enforcement of 





Section IV: Firms, Companies & Businesses with Contracts 
The following is an alphabetized list of all businesses, companies, or firms that did business with the South 
Carolina Department of Transportation, as well as the amount of such contracts, for FY 2014.  
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION  (U120) 
      
Vendor 
Number Vendor Vendor Sum 
7000157592 1 STOP LIGHTING INC $2,941.14 
7000155974 21ST CENTURY WATERPROOFING LLC $4,700.00 
7000090046 3-D TRANSPORT $7,600.00 
7000054110 3 MAN AUTO SERVICE LLC $4,464.64 
7000152104 3M TRAFFIC SAFETY SYSTEMS DIVISION $221,712.98 
7000208698 3R INC $1,632.13 
7000142278 3R OF CHARLESTON INC $1,860.00 
7000102503 4 ALL PROMOS $1,938.63 
7000007912 4IMPRINT INC $2,067.84 
7000196060 A-1 CLEANING SERVICES $2,400.00 
7000202516 A1 TIRE AND ALIGNMENT CENTER $7,486.14 
7000125819 A2 CONSULTING LLC $114,919.55 
7000032663 A3 COMMUNICATIONS INC $167,989.58 
7000009947 AAA CAROLINAS $105.68 
7000009491 AASHTO $5,171.00 
7000180564 AASHTO $837,113.00 
7000188102 AASHTO $49,158.00 
7000208958 AASHTO $46,908.00 
7000089673 A+ ASPHALT SEAL COAT & LINE $5,240.00 
7000017391 ABBEVILLE COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $2.00 
7000018080 ABBEVILLE PUBLIC UTILITIES $23,919.87 
7000107534 ABC LANDSCAPING INC $31,123.09 
7000047851 ABC SUPPLY CO INC $3,956.33 
7000047913 ABERDEEN & ROCKFISH RAILROAD CO $5,400.00 
7000181597 ABLE ELEVATOR SERVICES INC $1,140.00 
7000153471 ABRACADABRA SALON $4,250.00 
7000082784 ABW CONVERSIONS INC $2,060.64 
7000032112 ACCESS PORTABLE TOILETS INC $190.00 
7000121087 ACCU TECH CORPORATION $8,501.87 
7000105298 ACE AUTO PARTS INC $1,495.97 
7000049519 ACE ENVIRONMENTAL INC $16,544.46 
7000046199 ACI CAROLINAS CHAPTER $37,365.00 
7000089157 A COMMUNITY LOCK & SAFE INC $340.36 
7000001077 ACS STATE & LOCAL SOLUTIONS INC $1,882,356.84 
7000060852 ACTION AUTOMOTIVE LLC $4,267.03 
7000171732 ACTION INDUSTRIAL GROUP LLC $4,675.64 
7000027843 ADKINS HEATING & COOLING INC $7,251.73 
7000207376 ADT SECURITY SERVICES $183.78 
7000066841 ADT SECURITY SERVICES INC $30.00 
7000149510 ADT SECURITY SERVICES INC $356.46 
7000124267 ADVANCE AUTO PARTS $801.54 
7000009567 ADVANCE AUTO PARTS 5790 $2,392.45 
7000162945 ADVANCED DISPOSAL SERVICES SC LLC $9,366.70 
7000162995 ADVANCED DISPOSAL SERVICES SC LLC $1,884.83 
7000173763 ADVANCED DISPOSAL SERVICES SC LLC $255.00 
7000027740 ADVANCED DOOR SYSTEMS INC $2,367.00 
7000086900 ADVANCED DOOR SYSTEMS INC $6,580.00 
7000191597 ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS INC $21,937.89 
7000070682 ADVANCED VIDEO GROUP INC $397.44 
7000213582 ADVANCE STORES COMPANY INC $3,518.14 
7000165248 AECOM $10,000.00 
7000145488 AECOM TECHNICAL SERVICES INC $227,217.28 
7000167773 A&E LAND MAINTENANCE LLC $550,780.31 
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7000043306 AFFILIATED COMPUTER SERVICES INC $1,554,915.60 
7000133547 AFFORDABLE CONCRETE PUMPING INC $600.00 
7000062187 AGFA CORP $532.71 
7000186408 AGGREGATE INDUSTRIES MAR INC $6,013.44 
7000214367 AG PRO LLC $5,987.34 
7000146939 AHERN RENTALS INC $7,781.77 
7000177384 AICPA $281.25 
7000065593 AIKEN AREA COUNCIL ON AGING $201,939.99 
7000022974 AIKEN AREA COUNCIL ON AGING INC $16,307.99 
7000028682 AIKEN AUTO PARTS $465.10 
7000116330 AIKEN CO PLANNING & DEV DEPT $192,697.01 
7000030015 AIKEN COUNTY $3,121.88 
7000179005 AIKEN COUNTY $100.00 
7000212201 AIKEN COUNTY $125,390.71 
7000029034 AIKEN DISCOUNT TIRE $1,539.09 
7000025064 AIKEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $11,803.63 
7000196217 AIKEN RAILWAY COMPANY LLC $213,800.00 
7000011827 AIKEN STANDARD $1,027.15 
7000087963 AIR FILTER SERVICE CO INC $1,318.64 
7000199544 AIRGAS INC $194.26 
7000199356 AIRGAS USA LLC $8,899.56 
7000070447 AJ CONCRETE PUMPING LLC $820.04 
7000126815 AKA  AGRI SUPPLY $8,639.89 
7000031395 AKCA INC $340,131.39 
7000197845 ALAMO GROUP TX INC $15,472.05 
7000044916 ALAMO INDUSTRIAL $338,990.62 
7000032527 ALAMO SALES CORP $49,990.78 
7000101862 ALBERTS DELI $1,788.01 
7000147645 ALCAM INCORPORATED $1,303.52 
7000210989 ALEX RAMSEY $188.00 
7000099419 ALIGNMENT & AUTO REPAIR $100.00 
7000115378 ALLANS ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING $400.00 
7000207367 ALL CAROLINA CRANE RENTAL OF $6,481.20 
7000184172 ALL CLEAN FACILITIES SERVICES LLC $21,316.31 
7000205896 ALL DONE MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS LLC $3,775.00 
7000159289 ALLEN BUTLER ENTERPRISES LLC $5,800.00 
7000151763 ALLEN CONSTRUCTION $11,672.22 
7000030388 ALLEN PRECISION EQUIPMENT INC $1,836.89 
7000042115 ALLENS COMPRESSOR SERVICE INC $10,893.05 
7000015502 ALLENS MUFFLER & SERVICE $25.00 
7000124435 ALLIANCE FOR TOLL INTEROPERABILITY $2,500.00 
7000186410 ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION $131.22 
7000130427 ALLIED TUBE & CONDUIT $225,977.08 
7000049966 ALLIED TUBE & CONDUIT CORP $0.00 
7000033084 ALLIED WASTE OF WEST COLUMBIA $412.00 
7000142786 ALLIED WASTE SERVICES $1,755.05 
7000142633 ALLIED WASTE SERVICES #743 $4,367.45 
7000092816 ALLIED WASTE SERVICES #782 $3,720.64 
7000139480 ALLIED WASTE SERVICES #782 $433.44 
7000146241 ALLIED WASTE SERVICES OF COLUMBIA $304.67 
7000155972 ALLIED WASTE SERVICES OF FORT $181.14 
7000029264 ALL MEDICAL INC $210.00 
7000112775 ALL TYPE FENCE & DECK $12,173.00 
7000024947 ALS OF NORTH CAROLINA INC $250,429.42 
7000175432 ALTEC INDUSTRIES INC $490,056.00 
7000033208 ALTERNATIVE STAFFING INC $21,230.24 
7000122193 ALTERNATIVE STAFFING INC $257,159.08 
7000089997 ALTIVA SOFTWARE INC $1,925.00 
7000025452 ALTMAN TRACTOR CO OF CONWAY INC $2,267.37 
7000086936 ALTMAN TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO INC $24,371.83 
7000063289 ALWAYS DONE RIGHT GLASS CO INC $463.40 
7000001358 AM BEST COMPANY $166.95 
7000165988 AMEC ENVIRONMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE $163,017.65 
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7000045799 AME INC $691.20 
7000033469 AMERICAN COUN OF ENGINEERING $5,050.00 
7000113118 AMERICAN ELECTRICAL CO INC $2,798.00 
7000172106 AMERICAN HYDRAULICS AND HOSE LLC $7,168.13 
7000033849 AMERICAN INDUSTRIES INC $743.36 
7000066697 AMERICAN LIFT & PETROLEUM INC $727.28 
7000178163 AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS & ITS $3,571.70 
7000024439 AMERICAN PUBLIC TRANSIT ASSOCIATION $1,275.00 
7000001550 AMERICAN PURE SPRING WATER CO $1,708.56 
7000025315 AMERICAN RED CROSS $1,451.80 
7000066370 AMERICAN SIGNAL CO $504,984.80 
7000026192 AMERICAN SYSTEMS OF THE SOUTHEAST $804.60 
7000031222 AMERICAN TEST CENTER $20,665.00 
7000026132 AMERICAN TIME DATA INC $496.80 
7000163191 AMERICAN WASTE SYSTEMS INC $1,380.83 
7000174885 AMERICAN WASTE SYSTEMS INC $205.20 
7000036325 AMERIGAS PROPANE $351.18 
7000180247 AMERIGAS PROPANE COMPANY $2,385.21 
7000022938 AMERIGAS PROPANE LP $12,756.09 
7000013010 AMICK AUTO  ELECTRIC LLC $1,759.34 
7000025483 AMICK EQUIP CO INC $26,684.45 
7000025401 A M TUCK INC $835,278.11 
7000197857 A M TUCK INC $1,538,328.17 
7000206552 ANALYTICAL SERVICES INTL LLC $843.00 
7000025070 ANDERSON AUTO PARTS CO INC $17,064.82 
7000044227 ANDERSON AUTO PARTS INC $3,114.26 
7000205832 ANDERSON COLUMBIA BOGGS PAVING A $24,135,254.25 
7000154222 ANDERSON COUNTY $3,324.20 
7000030189 ANDERSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE $84,538.47 
7000017431 ANDERSON COUNTY SEWER $26,725.64 
7000017430 ANDERSON CTY LEPC $120.00 
7000016711 ANDERSON HEATING & COOLING $484.00 
7000011097 ANDERSON INDEPENDENT MAIL $213.00 
7000043912 ANDERSON NAPA AUTO PARTS $3,421.68 
7000047659 ANDERSON REGIONAL LANDFILL LLC $34.13 
7000203761 ANITA WHITAKER $2,500.00 
7000084869 ANIXTER INC $315.90 
7000107536 ANIXTER INC $104,989.31 
7000199500 ANNSEAL INC $349,938.37 
7000031224 ANOTHER PRINTER INC $84.47 
7000158619 A ONE TREE SERVICE $1,150.00 
7000063255 AOS SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS INC $3,418,233.08 
7000163342 APAC-SOUTHEAST INC $8,905,782.78 
7000163343 APAC-SOUTHEAST INC $905,879.38 
7000031424 APPALACHIAN SPRINGS BOTTLED WATER $2,119.52 
7000031104 APPLE COMPUTER INC $538.92 
7000105442 APPLE INC $1,654.51 
7000141661 APPLETON LANDFILL $7,779.62 
7000100723 APPLIED INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES $2,558.17 
7000205977 APPLIED MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES & $2,806.93 
7000191646 APPLIED POLYMERICS INC $859,954.27 
7000080103 APPLIED VIDEO SYSTEMS INC $219.86 
7000049398 ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES $238.08 
7000138295 ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES $2,446.22 
7000183765 ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES $116,477.80 
7000210360 ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES $129,458.81 
7000106476 ARC DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS $44,141.41 
7000052124 ARDS LOGGING CO INC $17,500.00 
7000183319 ARGOS CEMENT LLC $4,952.62 
7000183322 ARGOS CEMENT LLC $1,184,788.96 
7000056617 A R MARTIN CO $5,963.50 
7000029015 ARM ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC $45,641.27 
7000126308 ARM ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC $3,350.00 
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7000183243 ARROWOOD  RIVERVIEW MEDICAL CENTER $70.00 
7000058484 A&R SHEET METAL WORKS INC $2,334.23 
7000208042 ARTHUR D CLINE $1,890.00 
7000068171 ARX INC $12,400.00 
7000032075 ASBESTOS AND DEMOLITION INC $3,900.00 
7000138025 ASC CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT USA INC $1,426,041.88 
7000056458 ASC CONTRUCTION EQUIPMENT USA INC $18,599.31 
7000001031 ASCE $525.00 
7000151131 ASHLEY HILLS LANDSCAPING LLC $1,245.00 
7000025203 ASHMORE BROTHERS INC $12,004,131.44 
7000154220 ASPLUNDH TREE EXPERT CO $28,442.50 
7000203318 ASPLUNDH TREE EXPERT CO $26,242.50 
7000028287 ASSEF AIR & ELECTRIC $236.60 
7000199533 ASSOCIATED PILE & FITTING $13,286.64 
7000154661 ASSOCIATION OF TRANSPORTATION $370.00 
7000147472 ASSOC IN ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL $50,000.00 
7000020964 ASSOC OF CERTIFIED FRAUD EXAM $1,275.00 
7000030915 ASSOC OF CERTIFIED FRAUD EXAM $350.00 
7000105106 ASSOC OF PEDESTRIAN & BICYCLE $50.00 
7000149639 ASSURANCE DIVERSIFIED SERVICES LLC $9,432.00 
7000117774 ASTI TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS INC $406,843.20 
7000003178 ASTM $405.00 
7000156951 ASTRON CORPORATION $265.68 
7000030602 ATKINS NORTH AMERICA INC $340,941.24 
7000063326 ATKINSON BAKER INC $517.80 
7000181107 ATLANTA AREA CHAPTER $2,670.00 
7000000329 ATLANTA BREAD COMPANY $180.00 
7000027711 ATLANTIC APPRAISALS $22,345.00 
7000050339 ATLANTIC ELECTRIC LLC $28,832.93 
7000025253 ATLANTIC INC $30.00 
7000011186 ATLANTIC INC PEST MANAGEMENT $330.00 
7000084390 ATLANTIC SOUTH CONSULTING SERVICES $3,370.00 
7000003414 ATSSA $316.00 
7000140865 AT&T $251,814.10 
7000143978 AT&T $1,820.92 
7000153550 AT&T $509,738.28 
7000196103 AT&T $1,005.33 
7000206241 AT&T $556,425.24 
7000191489 AT&T CORPORATION $108,656.99 
7000188202 AT&T MOBILITY EOD $29,464.78 
7000145309 AT&T MOBILITY II LLC $29,880.04 
7000142919 AT&T PRO CABS $3,250.02 
7000116432 AT&T REGIONALS $146,476.21 
7000030478 AUGUSTA READY MIX INC $20,752.18 
7000030588 AUGUSTA-RICHMOND COUNTY PLANNING $70,473.10 
7000199035 AUTO EXTERIORS LLC $9,277.94 
7000201032 AUTOGLASS MASTERS INC $255.15 
7000014471 AUTO GLASS SERVICE $1,867.22 
7000206638 AUTOMATION INTEGRATION SERVICES $1,077.55 
7000158243 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR $2,116.85 
7000027014 AUTO PARTS OF ST GEORGE INC $2,177.45 
7000025559 AUTO PARTS SERVICE INC $1,702.12 
7000026182 AUTO SAFETY GLASS & BUMPER SERVICE $1,314.95 
7000176602 AUTOZONE $1,711.99 
7000191425 AUTOZONE $2,869.11 
7000195335 AUTOZONE $571.97 
7000206168 AUTUMN BREEZE GROUP THE $43,650.00 
7000137256 AVA SERVICES DBA OLSTEN STAFFING $0.00 
7000041963 AVERY DENNISON CORP $4,134.24 
7000159125 AVERY DENNISON CORP $562,655.35 
7000186091 AVTECH SOFTWARE INC $6,948.16 
7000209764 A & W SEPTIC SERVICE $311.60 
7000019975 AXIOM INTERNATIONAL $10,139.58 
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7000121487 A-Z LAWN MOWER PARTS LLC $873.47 
7000025892 BABCOCK CENTER INC $1,220.50 
7000102235 BABCOCK CENTER INC $100.00 
7000025739 BAGWELL FENCE COMPANY INC $4,415,259.28 
7000117789 BAIRD TRANSPORT LLC $69,240.00 
7000037132 BAKER OFFICE SOLUTIONS LLP $3,759.48 
7000194175 BALDWIN BROTHERS INC $1,793.60 
7000038753 BALFOUR BEATTY CONSTRUCTION INC $1,913,051.45 
7000025383 BALLARD PARTS SERVICE CO $5,831.50 
7000151490 BAMBERG AUTO PARTS $817.94 
7000031835 BAMBERG BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS $13,822.54 
7000026606 BAMBERG COUNTY OFFICE ON AGING $186,998.00 
7000155031 BANC OF AMERICA LEASING & CAPITAL $49,661.16 
7000026017 BANK AND BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC $1,226.20 
7000037018 BANK OF AMERICA $15,664,920.21 
7000025264 BANKS CONSTRUCTION CO $6,137.71 
7000177001 BANKS CONSTRUCTION CO $14,440,509.09 
7000212527 BAR-B-QUE SHACK INC $436.47 
7000038351 BARFIELD GRADING INC $5,365.00 
7000028336 BARNARD TIRE CO INC $2,882.24 
7000202044 BARNES ENTERPRISES $1,573.36 
7000051816 BARN EXPRESS INC $210.00 
7000034555 BARNWELL RESOURCES INC $17,852.82 
7000203043 BASELINE EQUIPMENT COMPANY $192.87 
7000012991 BASS SECURITY SYSTEM $455.72 
7000176884 BATTLE OIL CO INC $2,608.12 
7000054114 BAUGHMAN ENTERPRISES $1,750.00 
7000083295 BAUMGARDNER SERVICE INC $3,025.95 
7000016753 BAZENS RESTAURANT $451.00 
7000026916 B & B GLASS $388.15 
7000188846 B&B ROADWAY AND SECURITY SOLUTIONS $21,004.09 
7000037100 B C CANNON CO INC $5,079.24 
7000162196 BC CANNON COMPANY INC $18,261.39 
7000029935 BCD RURAL TRANSPORTATION MGMT ASSOC $7,157.90 
7000125116 BCT SOUTH CAROLINA $178.31 
7000178534 BCW&S $505.97 
7000036910 BEACH ELECTRIC SERVICE  INC $144.50 
7000145046 BEARING DISTRIBUTORS INC $1,504.93 
7000017461 BEAUFORT CO DISABILITIES & SPECIAL $51,998.00 
7000030022 BEAUFORT COUNTY $2,524,705.23 
7000144380 BEAUFORT COUNTY $115,929.27 
7000148380 BEAUFORT COUNTY $38.00 
7000188259 BEAUFORT COUNTY $728.75 
7000017456 BEAUFORT COUNTY COUNCIL $5,056,329.22 
7000049779 BEAUFORT COUNTY OPEN LAND TRUST INC $10,000.00 
7000017467 BEAUFORT COUNTY TREASURER $4,031.03 
7000030264 BEAUFORT-JASPER WATER & SEWER $4,339.25 
7000142137 BEAUFORT-JASPER WATER & SEWER $66,190.32 
7000026459 BEAUFORT OIL CO INC $3,199.12 
7000025791 BEECH ISLAND RURAL WATER DISTRICT $490.90 
7000143011 BELL PEST CONTROL LLC $1,395.00 
7000064765 BENNETTS LAND FILL INC $4,670.48 
7000176927 BENTLEY SYSTEMS INC $628,836.00 
7000050630 BERENYI INCORPORATED $24,000.00 
7000016035 BERKELEY CHARLESTON DORCHESTER $1,738,639.00 
7000027625 BERKELEY CHARLESTON DORCHESTER $935,268.78 
7000027131 BERKELEY CITIZENS INC $48,858.00 
7000017472 BERKELEY CO TREASURER $2,300.00 
7000147685 BERKELEY COUNTY $890.00 
7000181096 BERKELEY COUNTY $200.00 
7000128633 BERKELEY COUNTY WATER AND $7,590.46 
7000122347 BERKELEY CO WATER & SANITATION $17,059.00 
7000025074 BERKELEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $34,510.67 
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7000122348 BERKELEY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $49,342.33 
7000046095 BERKELEY HEATING CO $2,498.00 
7000051718 BERNIES RESTAURANT INC $352.75 
7000211105 BERRYS CONSTRUCTION OF SUMTER LLC $2,240.00 
7000181473 BEST OVERHEAD DOORS $1,219.00 
7000159734 BEST WESTERN EXECUTIVE INN $23,217.00 
7000025978 BETHLEHEM ROANOKE RURAL COMMUNITY $1,548.15 
7000203217 BETTY L LEGETTE $2,075.00 
7000004689 BETTYS QWIK STOP $330.00 
7000029571 BHC TRUCKING INC $21,481.64 
7000000573 BICKLEYS COOLING LLC $23,519.41 
7000114814 BIG GUYS TREE REMOVAL LLC $35,080.00 
7000045658 BIG GUYS TREE SERVICE INC $2,800.00 
7000005381 BILLS ELECTRIC MOTOR & REPAIR $260.14 
7000042834 BILLS LOK & KEE INC $493.75 
7000176883 BILL SMITHS ELECTRICAL SERVICE $7,330.00 
7000053409 BILLY M JOWERS $40.00 
7000135415 BLACK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC $38,543.00 
7000067543 BLACKLIDGE EMULSIONS INC $14,588.98 
7000139055 BLACKLIDGE EMULSIONS INC $218,093.77 
7000025076 BLACK RIVER ELECTRIC COOP INC $66,742.85 
7000130418 BLACKS TIRE & AUTO SERVICE INC $2,409.60 
7000171517 BLACKS TIRE & AUTO SERVICE INC $7,177.33 
7000041580 BLACKS TIRE SERVICE $80,703.65 
7000130700 BLANCHARD COMPACT EQUIPMENT $1,236.82 
7000186731 BLANCHARD EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC $2,655.91 
7000191603 BLANCHARD EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC $2,798.17 
7000198897 BLANCHARD EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC $5,543.48 
7000019803 BLANCHARD MACHINERY $2,044,546.03 
7000124039 BLANCHARD MACHINERY CO $0.00 
7000052564 BLANCHARD MACHINERY COMPANY $201,235.00 
7000183497 BLANCHARD MACHINERY COMPANY $5,179.96 
7000202822 BLASTAWAY RESTORATION INC $940.00 
7000121030 BLAZ N BUZ CATERING CO LLC $630.00 
7000157478 B LOVE CONCRETE CONTRACTORS LLC $4,280.00 
7000192037 BLR BUSINESS & LEGAL RESOURCES $694.00 
7000147579 BLUEFIELD ROAD INVESTORS LLC $10,012.50 
7000188979 BLUEGRASS MATERIALS COMPANY LLC $11,279.62 
7000188980 BLUEGRASS MATERIALS COMPANY, LLC $113,742.66 
7000184116 BLUELINE RENTALS LLC $1,942.69 
7000210575 BLUE MAX TRUCKING INC $32,261.76 
7000025077 BLUE RIDGE ELEC CO-OP $138,285.64 
7000026253 BLUE RIDGE RURAL WATER CO INC $1,027.33 
7000032044 BLUE RIDGE SECURITY SYSTEMS $420.00 
7000189151 BLUE TARP FINANCIAL INC $7,123.48 
7000188587 BLX GROUP LLC $1,600.00 
7000025057 BLYTHE CONSTRUCTION INC $75,000.00 
7000150913 BLYTHE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY $1,102,140.69 
7000120913 B & M EQUIPMENT REPAIR & $14,968.37 
7000149631 BOBBY JACKSON ELECTRICAL INC $900.00 
7000001820 BOBCAT OF SPARTANBURG $8,480.00 
7000002828 BOB JOHNSONS BODY SHOP $25,241.46 
7000040015 BOB MILLER MECHANICAL INC $4,182.18 
7000012546 BOGGEROS SERVICES $858.00 
7000098608 BOGGS MATERIALS, INC. $689,020.69 
7000036132 BOGGS PAVING INC $21,802,836.46 
7000160941 BOILING SPRINGS AUTO PARTS INC $133.23 
7000027242 BOLTON JAMES ALIGNMENT INC $22,504.57 
7000210414 BOMAG AMERICAS INC $7,138.02 
7000045848 BONE SAFETY SIGNS $146,206.04 
7000029038 BOONE REFRIGERATION INC $1,916.89 
7000207943 BOVIS KYLE BURCH & MEDLIN LLC $350,000.00 
7000015206 BOYDS BODY SHOP $3,044.20 
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7000206800 BOYD UTILITY BORING INC $92,300.00 
7000041727 BOYKIN CONTRACTING INC $23,325.00 
7000006218 BOZARD METAL WORKS $7,592.12 
7000200501 BRABHAM FENCE COMPANY $8,850.00 
7000027281 BRADLEY PLUMBING & HEATING INC $7,032.00 
7000102926 BRADS TREE SERVICE $30,200.00 
7000055108 BRAGG PORTABLE TOILETS INC $342.68 
7000214189 BRALIN COMPANY THE $557.20 
7000206699 BRANDON KYLE VAUGHAN $252.00 
7000015182 BRANDS UTILITY BUILDINGS & CARPORTS $1,546.15 
7000017101 BRENDLEN ELECTRIC $388.00 
7000195943 BRIGMAN TREE REMOVAL $2,450.00 
7000004296 BRINSON FENCE CO $125.00 
7000003108 BROAD RIVER AUTO ELECTRIC $1,941.52 
7000025079 BROAD RIVER ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE $70,331.26 
7000203460 BROAD RIVER MATERIALS INC $2,645.47 
7000166121 BROCKINGTON & ASSOCIATES INC $2,509.22 
7000025895 BROWN & COMPANY $24,870.40 
7000197582 BROWNS ALTERNATOR & STARTER SHOP $95.22 
7000003673 BROWNS AUTO UPHOLSTERY $411.95 
7000012709 BROWNS BAR B QUE $490.00 
7000133083 BROWNS TREE SURGEONS $2,325.00 
7000159604 BRYAN HIPP ELECTRICAL $1,725.65 
7000205476 BRYAN W BERRY JR $9,881.90 
7000028347 B&T SAND COMPANY INC $5,145.48 
7000125130 BUCKHORN MATERIALS LLC $67,367.12 
7000004380 BUCKSHOT SERVICES INC $228,273.50 
7000135844 BUDDY CLAWSON CONSTRUCTION INC $9,567.40 
7000026353 BUILDERS SPECIALTIES INC $12,745.87 
7000082287 BUIST BYARS & TAYLOR LLC $2,400.20 
7000172343 BULLINGTON CONSTRUCTION INC $1,441,569.55 
7000113975 BURCHFIELD CONTRACTING $14,871.80 
7000132547 BURGESS BROGDON CONCRETE LLC $14,950.16 
7000004250 BURGESS TREE SERVICE $20,130.00 
7000040665 BURRISS ELECTRICAL INC $500.00 
7000026766 BURTON CENTER $40,000.00 
7000045289 BUZHARDT TREE CARE INC $6,200.00 
7000014896 B&W FENCE CO LLC $540.00 
7000131767 B&W FENCE CO LLC $1,250.00 
7000032459 BW ZIMMERMAN & ASSOCIATES INC $13,435.19 
7000104238 CALDER BROTHERS CORPORATION $48,350.00 
7000017493 CALHOUN CO COUNCIL $6,000.00 
7000179783 CALHOUN COUNTY MUNICIPAL WATER SYST $54,827.36 
7000062082 CALHOUN TRADING CO INC $201.98 
7000032511 CALIPER CORP $7,200.00 
7000026110 CALLISON TIGHE & ROBINSON LLP $299,000.00 
7000124537 CAMCOR INC $2,322.00 
7000027293 CAMDEN MEDIA CO $128.10 
7000107472 CAMDEN PARTS & PROPANE LLC $2,084.92 
7000052086 CAMPBELL BROWN INC $25,118.69 
7000066046 CAMPBELL BROWN INC $82,930.40 
7000052079 CAMPBELL-BROWN INC $598.75 
7000031963 CAMPBELL INC $6,792.66 
7000031303 CAMPBELLS WRECKER SERVICE INC $4,740.00 
7000027800 CAMPCO ENGINEERING INC $88,099.78 
7000044984 CANNON-DAVENPORT SURVEYING INC $2,800.00 
7000169539 CANNON INSTRUMENT COMPANY $32,506.77 
7000172943 CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA $961.97 
7000172944 CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA $629.28 
7000196816 CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA INC $48,445.76 
7000025214 CAPE ROMAIN CONTRACTORS INC $11,066,872.47 
7000188804 CAPITAL CONCRETE CO $28,049.14 
7000061802 CARBEN ASPHALT $6,700.94 
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7000008406 CAREERTRACK $1,807.00 
7000145484 CAREY MOVING & STORAGE $250.00 
7000170227 CARLSON SOFTWARE INC $19,967.94 
7000197208 CARLTON LANDSCAPING LTD $43,890.00 
7000027912 CAROLINA AIR INC $5,690.00 
7000026228 CAROLINA AUTO ELECTRIC INC $2,597.44 
7000050877 CAROLINA BACKFLOW SPECIALTIES INC $50.00 
7000110167 CAROLINA BBQ SHACK $419.90 
7000026091 CAROLINA BRIDGE COMPANY INC $1,513,321.33 
7000203218 CAROLINA CAR SALES INC $150.00 
7000064736 CAROLINA CHEMICAL EQUIPMENT INC $985.70 
7000097250 CAROLINA CLEANING $7,245.00 
7000026735 CAROLINA CONCRETE CO INC $12,460.70 
7000049341 CAROLINA CONTAINER CONNECTION LLC $3,557.75 
7000004664 CAROLINA CROSS CONNECTIONS $250.00 
7000029307 CAROLINA CUTTING TOOLS OF NBY INC $4,469.60 
7000079538 CAROLINA DIESEL SERVICE $3,639.14 
7000053944 CAROLINA DRIVELINE $1,308.24 
7000034802 CAROLINA FABRICATION & WELDING $741.96 
7000171702 CAROLINA HIGHWAY SERVICES $8,917.84 
7000027045 CAROLINA HOSE & HYDRAULICS INC $1,687.18 
7000043466 CAROLINA INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT INC $15,833.22 
7000165419 CAROLINA INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS INC $5,988.20 
7000027515 CAROLINA INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS INC $6,091.05 
7000083474 CAROLINA INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS INC $3,093,282.29 
7000175256 CAROLINA INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS INC $201.43 
7000203101 CAROLINA INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS INC $23,936.23 
7000019827 CAROLINA KLEENERS INC $2,425.00 
7000199674 CAROLINA OUTDOORS AND GOLF CARS LLC $7,581.54 
7000197040 CAROLINA PAINTING CO INC $17,158.00 
7000088692 CAROLINA PAVEMENT MARKINGS INC $87,386.67 
7000005621 CAROLINA PEST PRO $325.00 
7000197075 CAROLINA PLASTICS & ENGRAVERS INC $1,602.30 
7000181292 CAROLINA POLE INC $5,029.00 
7000118268 CAROLINA PUBLISHING $623.49 
7000131805 CAROLINA RECORDS & INFORMATION $21.00 
7000024711 CAROLINAS AGC $951.13 
7000085159 CAROLINA SAND INC $3,658.52 
7000025321 CAROLINA SCALES INC $345.00 
7000047456 CAROLINA STALITE CO $96,672.69 
7000177080 CAROLINA STALITE CO $526,346.07 
7000146093 CAROLINA TIME EQUIPMENT $1,139.49 
7000183342 CAROLINA TRAFFIC CONTROLS LLC $76,046.50 
7000117161 CAROLINA TRAFFIC DEVICES INC $0.00 
7000054834 CAROLINA TREE CARE LLP $176,763.00 
7000049581 CAROLINA WASTE & RECYCLING LLC $576.00 
7000195704 CARPET PLUS LLC $5,300.00 
7000012139 CARQUEST $1,255.17 
7000165961 CARQUEST $6,538.09 
7000028752 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS $1,618.03 
7000040145 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS $2,301.49 
7000168293 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS $380.81 
7000179872 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS $11,259.65 
7000181195 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS $773.19 
7000209865 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS $775.61 
7000014135 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS CO $1,666.38 
7000027649 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF BEAUFORT $847.60 
7000029862 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF WEST $285.30 
7000015697 CARQUEST AUTO SUPPLY $2,394.53 
7000141646 CARQUEST OF RIDGELAND $1,320.57 
7000028758 CARTER SMITH MERRIAM ROGERS & $600.00 
7000038028 CATAWBA ASPHALT PAVING CO INC $5,962.50 
7000026135 CATAWBA REGIONAL COUNCIL OF $59,767.08 
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7000012032 CATAWBA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL $27,506.49 
7000171985 CATOE HEATING & COOLING INC $5,220.00 
7000028043 CATOES POWER EQUIPMENT INC $76.74 
7000208070 CATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT INC $1,920.00 
7000025433 CAYCE COMPANY INC $586.70 
7000029725 CBD INC $469,312.37 
7000153995 C & C CO $670.17 
7000181344 CCP INDUSTRIES INC $994.51 
7000068393 C&C PLUMBING SERVICE $240.00 
7000205446 C&C PLUMBING SERVICE $170.00 
7000181804 CDM SMITH INC $341,350.36 
7000183131 CDM SMITH INC $2,790,705.72 
7000073078 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC $972,714.69 
7000027808 C E BOURNE & CO INC $27,787.00 
7000048820 CE BOURNE & CO INC $75,601.00 
7000105819 CELLEBRITE USA CORP $4,836.24 
7000177081 CEL OIL PRODUCTS CORP $1,920.52 
7000129426 CEMEX INC $9,484.66 
7000007915 CENTER FOR ACCELERATED LEARNING $1,673.00 
7000007454 CENTERPLATE $132.00 
7000167480 CENTRAL CONTROLS INC $450.00 
7000025956 CENTRAL MIDLANDS COUNCIL OF $569,826.72 
7000046715 CENTRAL MIDLANDS RTA $691,375.00 
7000102529 CENTRAL POLY BAG CORPORATION $30,638.52 
7000102530 CENTRAL POLY CORP $15,033.60 
7000031351 CENTURY FASTENERS CORP $1,003.93 
7000169319 CENTURY FASTENERS CORP $0.00 
7000156228 CENTURYLINK $32,661.33 
7000206992 CENTURYLINK $18,225.00 
7000205987 CERTAINTY 3D LLC $8,500.00 
7000088068 CERTIFIED OVERHEAD DOOR SERVICE LLC $275.00 
7000133106 CERTIFIED SLINGS INC $0.00 
7000124687 CESCO $2,465.90 
7000196415 CHAD GARVIN INGRAM $999.69 
7000005557 CHADS BODY SHOP & TOWING $2,387.02 
7000003328 CHALMERS & KUBECK-SC $345.00 
7000002853 CHAMPIONS JANITORIAL SERVICES $2,500.00 
7000028351 CHAO & ASSOCIATES INC $47,714.52 
7000011840 CHAPMAN SAND COMPANY $4,405.89 
7000207116 CHARLES N GILL $252.00 
7000036064 CHARLESTON AREA REGIONAL TRANSPORT $1,066,330.00 
7000178781 CHARLESTON CO CLERK OF COURT $25.00 
7000018151 CHARLESTON CO PUBLIC WORKS $200,000.00 
7000030191 CHARLESTON COUNTY $7,470,735.94 
7000124358 CHARLESTON COUNTY $781,670.71 
7000142488 CHARLESTON COUNTY $3,890.40 
7000144485 CHARLESTON COUNTY $130.00 
7000146524 CHARLESTON COUNTY $2,892.00 
7000160170 CHARLESTON COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL $554.10 
7000209274 CHARLESTON COUNTY GOVERNMENT $3,075,306.49 
7000018144 CHARLESTON COUNTY LANDFILL $17,053.20 
7000126897 CHARLESTON MILL SERVICE $4,101.94 
7000111600 CHARLESTON PLACE HOTEL LLC $87,970.96 
7000093433 CHARLESTON PRESSURE WASHING $240.00 
7000130036 CHARLESTON RIGGING AND MARINE $1,747.44 
7000182244 CHARLESTON RUBBER & GASKET CO INC $3,505.84 
7000029995 CHARLESTON WATER SYSTEM $24,845.38 
7000179412 CHARLESTON WATER SYSTEM $161,585.00 
7000140270 CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS $1,579.78 
7000037221 CHENNERYS AUTO ELECTRIC INC $1,507.75 
7000028056 C & H ENTERPRISES INC $1,896.00 
7000003547 CHEROKEE AUTO UPHOLSTERY $360.00 
7000167777 CHEROKEE COUNTY $14,847.09 
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7000151931 CHEROKEE COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $10.00 
7000040886 CHEROKEE COUNTY DISABILITIES AND $39,815.00 
7000087816 CHEROKEE COUNTY TREASURER $7,445.00 
7000025199 CHEROKEE INC $694,456.74 
7000062384 CHEROKEE LANDSCAPING & GRADING INC $4,298.10 
7000027324 CHESCO SERVICE $41,471.00 
7000030249 CHESTER CNTY NATURAL GAS AUTH $26,321.82 
7000030029 CHESTER COUNTY $31.68 
7000151993 CHESTER COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $70.00 
7000166117 CHESTERFIELD COUNTY $55,912.00 
7000025750 CHESTER METROPOLITAN DIST $15,633.09 
7000178532 CHESTER METROPOLITAN DIST $298.77 
7000179331 CHESTER METROPOLITAN DIST $93.00 
7000183648 CHESTER METROPOLITAN DIST $28,391.09 
7000009669 CHESTER NEWS & REPORTER $237.12 
7000025491 CHESTER RENTAL UNIFORM INC $1,892.02 
7000205409 CHEVROLET OF SPARTANBURG $571.61 
7000213077 CHICK-FIL-A $440.89 
7000174344 CHICK-FIL-A CHURCH ST #1756 $498.40 
7000207186 CHRISTOPHER BLAINE ADDIS $252.00 
7000013030 CHRONICLE INDEPENDENT $125.00 
7000061346 CH WILLIAMS SERVICES INC $2,088.00 
7000011389 CINTAS CORP $614.92 
7000149937 CINTAS CORP $837.64 
7000162949 CINTAS CORPORATION #219 $2,380.95 
7000076429 CIPOV ENTERPRISES INC $3,265.00 
7000163444 CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY $3,953.41 
7000181233 CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY $1,365.70 
7000029989 CITY OF AIKEN $17,403.74 
7000158859 CITY OF AIKEN $106,703.43 
7000029990 CITY OF ANDERSON $286,330.07 
7000174293 CITY OF ANDERSON PUBLIC WORKS $95,175.00 
7000030110 CITY OF BARNWELL $1,453.35 
7000029992 CITY OF BEAUFORT $58,325.00 
7000030113 CITY OF BENNETTSVILLE $39,585.21 
7000030114 CITY OF BISHOPVILLE $285.38 
7000029993 CITY OF CAMDEN $27,135.63 
7000030119 CITY OF CAYCE $247.67 
7000174000 CITY OF CHARLESTON $311,560.80 
7000189675 CITY OF CHARLOTTE NC $8,947.10 
7000180362 CITY OF CLEMSON $1,037,773.00 
7000212511 CITY OF CLEMSON $12,851.00 
7000030123 CITY OF CLINTON $17,024.85 
7000029996 CITY OF COLUMBIA $72,833.50 
7000091006 CITY OF COLUMBIA $52,546.81 
7000141343 CITY OF COLUMBIA $28,516.65 
7000170467 CITY OF COLUMBIA $72,833.50 
890200310 CITY OF COLUMBIA $370,577.00 
7000143553 CITY OF CONWAY $2,501.24 
7000177690 CITY OF DARLINGTON $1,876.01 
7000030128 CITY OF DILLON $33,558.92 
7000029997 CITY OF EASLEY $75.00 
7000187874 CITY OF FLORENCE $120,637.02 
7000029999 CITY OF FLORENCE - UTILITY FINANCE $10,467.52 
7000030134 CITY OF FOUNTAIN INN $23,245.11 
7000111702 CITY OF GEORGETOWN $36,761.23 
7000178642 CITY OF GOOSE CREEK $71,318.30 
7000030002 CITY OF GREENVILLE $485,873.58 
7000030149 CITY OF LAKE CITY $240.47 
7000030156 CITY OF MANNING $1,868.46 
7000131842 CITY OF MYRTLE BEACH $87,005.50 
7000030006 CITY OF NEWBERRY $2,046.77 
7000189819 CITY OF NEWBERRY $15,848.66 
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7000030164 CITY OF NORTH AUGUSTA $64,901.76 
7000151821 CITY OF NORTH CHARLESTON $80,499.15 
7000025861 CITY OF NORTH MYRTLE BEACH $670,428.63 
7000030007 CITY OF ORANGEBURG $11,709.05 
7000030168 CITY OF PICKENS $7,650.81 
7000030009 CITY OF ROCK HILL $408,967.10 
7000122349 CITY OF ROCK HILL $71,596.38 
7000142572 CITY OF ROCK HILL $166,580.38 
7000178483 CITY OF ROCK HILL $75,124.50 
7000052522 CITY OF SENECA $2,744,301.09 
7000162295 CITY OF SPARTANBURG $355,779.00 
7000030011 CITY OF SUMTER $258,492.01 
7000143162 CITY OF SUMTER $4,529.21 
7000030179 CITY OF UNION $32,569.00 
7000030182 CITY OF WALTERBORO $40,178.13 
7000186948 CITY OF WEST COLUMBIA $37,921.99 
7000018135 CITY OF WOODRUFF $393.87 
7000030188 CITY OF YORK $2,071.13 
7000113585 CIVIL ENGINEERING CONSULTING SERVIC $938,605.35 
7000157572 CIVIL SOFTWARE DESIGN LLC $175.00 
7000199391 CIVITAS MEDIA LLC $3,726.70 
7000034680 CK SUPPLY $7,035.35 
7000154672 CK SUPPLY $6,310.65 
7000086991 CLAFLIN UNIVERSITY $25,259.44 
7000209816 CLAIBORNE HAULING CONTRACTORS $175,179.05 
7000004985 CLARDYS LOCKSMITH $519.00 
7000151354 CLARENCE E FELDER  LLC $67,064.75 
7000026420 CLARENDON COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING $7,887.00 
7000026820 CLARENDON COUNTY DSN BOARD $64,812.11 
7000208726 CLARION HOTEL $4,569.60 
7000015848 CLARION HOTEL COLUMBIA $2,676.79 
7000026076 CLARKE JOHNSON PETERSON & MCLEAN PA $2,753.50 
7000033716 CLARKPOWELL $2,195.80 
7000120524 CLASSIC FORD & LINCOLN OF COLUMBIA $34,770.96 
7000162304 CLASSIC METALS INC $683.29 
7000044277 CL BENTON & SONS INC $1,369,540.95 
7000145073 CLEANLITES RECYCLING $994.99 
7000033008 CLEAN MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTAL $1,050.00 
7000184527 CLEAN RIGHT SOUTHEAST LLC $4,385.50 
7000005840 CLEAN SWEEP JANITORIAL SERVICES $4,959.00 
7000079237 CLEAN WINDOWS UNLIMITED $500.00 
7000106549 CLELAND SITE PREP INC $70,628.64 
7000008927 CLIA LABORATORY PROGRAM $150.00 
7000122360 CLINTON NEWBERRY NATURAL GAS AUTHOR $8,277.57 
7000107335 CLYDES PRESSURE WASHING $2,499.00 
7000020950 CMC REBAR $10,720.39 
7000199606 CMJ CONCRETE $2,500.00 
7000164597 CMS ROOFING LLC $87,523.97 
7000016572 C&N AUTO PARTS $182.06 
7000130439 COAST 2 COAST CLEANING $3,493.75 
7000175127 COASTAL BALANCE COMPANY $3,552.00 
7000025092 COASTAL ELECTRIC CO-OP INC $85,054.22 
7000027586 COASTAL HYDRAULICS INC $436.54 
7000027674 COAST RTA $503.00 
7000201936 COGDILL LAW FIRM PA $143,000.00 
7000159725 COHU ELECTRONICS $42,526.08 
7000158054 COHU INC ELECTRONICS DIVISION $2,482.00 
7000055448 COKER BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC $1,220.22 
7000027288 COKER OIL INC $4,614.98 
7000040982 COLD SPRING ENTERPRISES INC $12,556.45 
7000013110 COLEMAN UPHOLSTERY $700.00 
7000030035 COLLETON COUNTY $10.00 
7000017617 COLLETON COUNTY SOLID WASTE $3,790.60 
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7000177088 COLLETON COUNTY SOLID WASTE $5,484.50 
7000214057 COLLETON COUNTY SOLID WASTE DEPT $4,749.15 
7000025266 COLLETON TILE & CONCRETE CO INC $60,852.46 
7000190243 COLLINS ENGINEERS INC $16,466.93 
7000029563 COLLINS & LACY PC ATTORNEY AT LAW $895.00 
7000080095 COLLINS SEPTIC TANK SERVICE INC $3,865.00 
7000053110 COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC $15,773.13 
7000143426 COLONIAL SCIENTIFIC INC $6,804.00 
7000092216 COLONIAL WOODWORKS INC $95.00 
7000186766 COLPROVIA ASPHALTS $38,075.11 
7000186768 COLPROVIA ASPHALTS $204,469.80 
7000028775 COLUMBIA FIRE & SAFETY INC $475.00 
7000083615 COLUMBIA HAULING $1,187.70 
7000001868 COLUMBIA MARRIOTT HOTEL $2,067.74 
7000017154 COLUMBIA METROPOLITAN CONVENTION $2,984.77 
7000039697 COLUMBIA TRUCK CENTER $1,285.94 
7000213444 COMERLANDSCAPING $15,800.00 
7000019995 COMFORT INN-CLEMSON $36,662.19 
7000137730 COMFORT INN-COLUMBIA $358.36 
7000129299 COMFORT SUITES $95.20 
7000042318 COMMERCIAL AIR CONDITION SERVICE $6,824.00 
7000198111 COMMISSION OF PUBLIC WORKS, $2,759.78 
7000017365 COMM OF PUBLIC WORKS CITY OF $51,578.00 
7000157750 COMMUNICATIONS SUPPLY CORP $1,566.05 
7000023000 COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION ASSOC OF $1,175.00 
7000121279 COMPASS SOUTH INC $13,275.00 
7000146917 COMPORIUM $2,771.92 
7000011099 COMPORIUM COMMUNICATIONS $6,144.96 
7000025108 COMPORIUM COMMUNICATIONS $11,002.43 
7000137490 COMPORIUM COMMUNICATIONS $778.67 
7000192770 COMPORIUM COMMUNICATIONS $5,391.75 
7000153620 COMPREHENSIVE BUSINESS CONSULTANTS $500.00 
7000091506 COMPROD COMMUNICATIONS LTD $7,661.92 
7000141350 COMPUCOM SYSTEMS $674,967.47 
7000027901 COMPUSULT INC $32,002.50 
7000098251 COMPUTERS  & STRUCTURES INC $12,500.00 
7000027274 CONCEPT UNLIMITED $1,017.00 
7000199039 CONCRETE PIPE & PRECAST LLC $25,891.40 
7000006343 CONCRETE PRODUCTS & CONST $2,150.00 
7000167246 CONCRETE RECYCLING $187.30 
7000178667 CONCRETE SUPPLY $19,593.96 
7000116978 CONCRETE SUPPLY CO $1,433.80 
7000206536 CONCRETE SUPPLY CO $22,974.20 
7000206403 CONCRETE SUPPLY CO LLC $11,794.23 
7000182634 CONCRETE SUPPLY OF COLUMBIA LLC $11,842.22 
7000112115 CONCRETE SUPPLY OF FLORENCE LLC $453.60 
7000112767 CONCRETE SUPPLY OF FLORENCE LLC $123.12 
7000110636 CONCRETE SUPPLY OF SOUTH $12,230.70 
7000046945 CONDOR ENVIRONMENTAL LLC $141,144.77 
7000032699 CONNECTING ELEMENTS INC $555.70 
7000043591 CONNECTOR 2000 ASSOCIATION $22,879.00 
7000108075 CONSOLIDATED MAILING SERVICES LLC $65.00 
7000030790 CONSOLIDATED PIPE & SUPPLY COMPANY $3,374.79 
7000031796 CONSTAN GERVAIS STREET CAR WASH INC $160.00 
7000190248 CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS TEAM INC $25,131.79 
7000027908 CONTROL MANAGEMENT INC $9,600.00 
7000025457 CONWAY AUTO PARTS $1,779.54 
7000014028 CONWAY COOLING & HEATING CO $7,799.00 
7000028202 CONWAY FORD INC $2,248.33 
7000138359 COOGLER CONSTRUCTION INC $47,795.00 
7000209363 COOK & BOARDMAN LLC $4,361.70 
7000209364 COOK & BOARDMAN LLC $10,912.32 
7000135944 COOKS TREE SERVICE $4,700.00 
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7000187056 COOPER PLAZA INC $48,477.08 
7000187057 COOPER PLAZA INC $342,374.26 
7000062655 COOPER SAND & GRAVEL CO INC $7,776.91 
7000142107 CORDER PEST CONTROL INC $600.00 
7000206677 CORENE BEDROSE $6,300.00 
7000051543 CORNELL JOE SR $2,275.00 
7000028122 CORPORATE CONCEPTS INC $1,288.44 
7000039683 CORPORATE STAFFING SERVICES LLC $14,035.62 
7000101093 COSTELLO INDUSTRIES, INC $497,338.05 
7000006242 COTHRAN TOWING $700.00 
7000211494 COUNTRY BOY FENCING $600.00 
7000155277 COUNTRY INN & SUITES-ANDERSON $5,366.90 
7000105015 COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT $4,952.79 
7000151050 COURTYARD COLUMBIA AT USC $2,958.59 
7000170302 COURTYARD MANAGEMENT  CORPORATION $683.10 
7000171154 COVENANT CLEANING SERVICES LLC $259.40 
7000026524 C RAY MILES CONSTRUCTION CO INC $517,522.28 
7000106312 CREATIVE SIGN SERVICE INC $7,225.00 
7000076172 CREEL COURT REPORTING INC $1,880.00 
7000165373 CRENCO FOOD STORES INC $4,467.40 
7000131108 CRIDER BOUYE ELLIOTT & GOODWIN LLC $21,444.50 
7000026401 C R JACKSON INC $149,556.81 
7000086543 CR JACKSON INC $2,431.62 
7000094049 CR JACKSON INC $26,496,207.77 
7000105575 CR JACKSON INC $1,704,837.27 
7000028869 C ROPER TRUCKING COMPANY INC $6,869.01 
7000004156 CROSSROAD SPECIALTY CO $1,304.20 
7000037374 CROWDER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY $17,511,056.17 
7000149392 CROY ENGINEERING LLC $124,305.17 
7000031923 CRUMPLER PLASTIC PIPE INC $51,547.27 
7000177443 CRYSTAL SPRINGS $595.42 
7000078966 CSRA FLEETCARE INC $428.59 
7000175737 CSS GOODE FENCE COMPANY $777.00 
7000164939 CSX TRANSPORTATION INC $1,972,201.49 
7000081446 CUDD PLUMBING LLC $113.00 
7000178707 CULLER FLOORING INC $4,116.00 
7000107952 CULLIGAN WATER OF THE LOW $730.07 
7000036462 CULLUM SERVICES, INC. $25,983.92 
7000025623 CUMMINGS OIL COMPANY INC $1,552.62 
7000044549 CUMMINS ATLANTIC LLC $221.75 
7000082796 CUMMINS ATLANTIC LLC $39,633.94 
7000083473 CUMMINS ATLANTIC LLC $608.00 
7000083475 CUMMINS ATLANTIC LLC $338.75 
7000103342 CUMMINS ATLANTIC LLC $1,685.15 
7000014904 CUSTOM AUTO TRIM $257.05 
7000205475 CWA INC $200.00 
7000163849 CYPRESS LAND GROUP LLC $18,833.75 
7000134210 DADDY JOES BEACH HOUSE BBQ $84.00 
7000141679 DADE PAPER AND BAG CO $259.11 
7000182088 DALE J COOK MOVING & STORAGE INC $1,000.00 
7000189668 DALE PATRICK CRUMPTON $5,075.00 
7000112867 DANA SAFETY SUPPLY $13,793.11 
7000013183 DAN BURRISS UPHOLSTERY $1,585.00 
7000065976 DANE CONSTRUCTION INC $722,093.42 
7000002617 DAN N INFINGER & ASSOCIATES $540.00 
7000015186 DANNYS SMALL ENGINE $350.47 
7000028740 DARBY OIL INC $8,935.92 
7000093469 DARLINGTON AUTO PARTS INC $1,525.03 
7000045448 DARLINGTON CHAIN SAW INC $1,956.88 
7000028344 DARLINGTON CNTY DSN BD $18,632.97 
7000017620 DARLINGTON COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $17.00 
7000039740 DARLINGTON COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING $54,312.00 
7000030289 DARLINGTON COUNTY WATER & SEWER $611.93 
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7000210225 DARYL DRIGGERS $500.00 
7000051748 DATACOM SYSTEMS INC $1,750.68 
7000029033 DATACOM SYSTEMS OF IRMO INC $1,823.04 
890100358 DATA EAST SOFT $1,100.00 
7000136607 DATALOGICS INC $5,000.00 
7000035473 DATA NETWORK SOLUTIONS INC $10,916.25 
7000023389 DAVID E KOON MD $2,500.00 
7000044273 DAVID VINE ASSOCIATES LLC $53.45 
7000025385 DAVIS & FLOYD INC $470,098.76 
7000153018 DAVIS FRAWLEY LLC $1,404,948.81 
7000067528 DAVIS SERVICES INC $2,352.00 
7000004676 DAVIS WELDING SERVICES $59,868.19 
7000204327 DAY CONSTRUCTION INC $4,999.00 
7000015562 DAYS INN 5452 $2,995.00 
7000151567 DBR PROPERTIES LLC $32,500.00 
7000133190 DDC LLC $1,084.56 
7000090171 D&D FORD MOTOR CO $12,603.60 
7000025098 D & D MOTORS INC $11,810.77 
7000059732 D&D TREE SERVICE INC $1,175.00 
7000203722 DEALES LLC $170.00 
7000187495 DEALS CAROLINA FLOOR COVERING OF $1,235.48 
7000073609 DEANGELO BROTHERS LLC $33,704.51 
7000149744 DEANGELO BROTHERS LLC $3,911.00 
7000054866 DEBI WILCOX MAI $7,650.00 
7000053871 DECKER CAR WASH INC $1,905.70 
7000156121 DEEP BOTTOM L&C LLC $2,630.92 
7000007388 DEERE & CO $16,045.29 
7000206703 DEERE & COMPANY $339,671.78 
7000025482 DEFENDER SERVICES INC $85,182.68 
7000206427 DEHAVEN APPRAISALS LLC $13,675.00 
7000061857 DELCAN CORPORATION $30,714.11 
7000024844 DELLINGER INC $926,835.39 
7000037741 DELL MARKETING LP $5,415.68 
7000105443 DELL MARKETING LP $424,417.84 
7000203984 DENMARK LUMBER COMPANY INC $373.00 
7000063482 DENNIS CORPORATION $1,022,151.15 
7000156060 DEPENDABLE SERVICE PLUMBING INC $1,546.21 
7000017790 DEPT OF PUBLIC WORKS $548.88 
7000026744 DERRICK EQUIPMENT CO INC $100.25 
7000127889 DERRICK EQUIPMENT INC $12,117.40 
7000123309 DERRICK NEALS $0.00 
7000028094 DESA INC $700.00 
7000079827 DESA INC $19,056.00 
7000133731 DESIGN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INC $98,500.00 
7000045033 DIAMOND MOWERS INC $3,285.50 
7000032616 DIAMOND SPRINGS WATER CO INC $1,233.89 
7000130377 DIAMOND SPRINGS WATER INC $4,068.41 
7000088455 DICK SMITH FORD $114,665.65 
7000213455 DIGITAL ES $2,929.37 
7000201994 DIGITIZE MARKETING LLC $1,200.00 
7000017636 DILLON COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $107.00 
7000061586 DILLON COUNTY COUNCIL FOR THE AGING $10,328.00 
7000042774 DILMAR OIL CO INC $8,229.41 
7000035956 DILMAR OIL COMPANY INC $8,798.51 
7000151965 DILMAR OIL COMPANY INC $243,038.59 
7000206501 DINKINS WALLCOVERING LLC $8,038.00 
7000035789 DINKS BODY SHOP $1,500.00 
7000169429 DISABILITIES BOARD OF CHARLESTON CO $466.00 
7000182562 DITCH WITCH OF THE CAROLINAS $14,766.00 
7000038968 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC $6,526.06 
7000050003 DIVERSIFIED RECYCLING INC $27,236.90 
7000066801 DIVERSIFIED RECYCLING INC $22,177.60 
7000024908 DIXIE LAWN SERVICE INC $891,079.24 
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7000177096 DIXIE LAWN SERVICE INC $2,445,280.88 
7000030338 DIXIE LP GAS INC $1,368.33 
7000205500 DIXIE MAT & HARDWOOD COMPANY $21,774.50 
7000007459 D & J AUTO TRIM $1,578.03 
7000127191 DLT SOLUTIONS LLC $23,510.54 
7000117992 D & M CLEANING SERVICE $1,874.70 
7000034907 DOAN SUN LLC $539.00 
7000146168 DOCS AUTO GLASS $9,433.03 
7000028651 DOCUSYSTEMS INC $758.06 
7000028957 DODGELAND OF COLUMBIA INC $3,206.47 
7000117935 DODSON BROS EXT CO INC $290.00 
7000122552 DODSON PEST CONTROL $110.00 
7000139642 DODSON PEST CONTROL $845.00 
7000197554 DONALD GORDON STRICKLAND $2,900.00 
7000152676 DON FOSTERS CONSTRUCTION & ASPHALT $1,100.00 
7000055301 DON RIDER $300.00 
7000024034 DON ROBERTS JR $313.87 
7000073377 DOOR SPECIALIST INC $10,957.75 
7000029144 DOORS UNLIMITED INC $1,910.00 
7000040012 DORCAS M TUTEN $1,125.00 
7000028433 DORCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF DSN $29,834.00 
7000180957 DORCHESTER COUNTY SALES TAX $3,716,981.81 
7000111977 DORCHESTER COUNTY SOLID WASTE $260.00 
7000087819 DORCHESTER COUNTY TREASURER $350.00 
7000149967 DORCHESTER COUNTY WATER & SEWER $381.15 
7000202181 DORCHESTER COUNTY WATER & SEWER $3,048.34 
7000044943 DOUBLE A BODY BUILDERS INC $2,406.00 
7000016912 DOUBLETREE HOTEL $15,239.00 
7000024927 DOUGHERTY EQUIPMENT CO INC $34,487.56 
7000137010 DOUGHERTY EQUIPMENT COMPANY $99,252.54 
7000087810 DOVE DATA PRODUCTS INC $222.48 
7000180402 DP MAINTENANCE SERVICE INC $1,075.30 
7000115862 D R ACTON ADVISORS LLC $14,232.00 
7000205616 DRAKE BURIAL VAULT $1,200.00 
7000117473 DRC EMERGENCY SERVICES LLC $18,626,099.94 
7000029980 DRENNAN EXTERMINATING INC $895.00 
7000173669 DRIGGERS BODY SHOP $1,428.88 
7000147317 DR KILLEM TERMITE & PEST CONTROL $440.00 
7000080954 D&S HOUSING INC $200.00 
7000015273 DTS INC $15,995,993.91 
7000190916 DUKE ENERGY $788.13 
7000202998 DUKE ENERGY $18.67 
7000190256 DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS LLC $41,319.09 
7000190280 DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS LLC $839,151.61 
7000192977 DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS LLC $630,858.47 
7000199470 DUKE ENERGY PROGRESS $154,879.19 
7000199406 DUKE ENERGY PROGRESS, INC $682,702.71 
7000036473 DUNCAN PARNELL INC $39,570.39 
7000024799 DURABLE WOOD PRESERVERS INC $2,449.34 
7000092126 DURACO INC $65,497.78 
7000152856 DURA MARK INC $1,302,412.00 
7000207424 DYER FIBERGLASS INC $1,823.64 
7000045578 DYNATEST CONSULTING INC $9,860.00 
7000025545 EAGLE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC $18,937,511.92 
7000184635 EARTHLINK BUSINESS $9,422.77 
7000030012 EASLEY COMBINED UTILITIES $7,736.40 
7000002072 EAST COAST EROSION CONTROL $2,549.75 
7000025100 ECHOLS OIL COMPANY INCORPORATED $573.34 
7000204824 ECS CAROLINAS LLP $57,502.94 
7000026382 EDDGEFIELD COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS $275,741.07 
7000082979 EDDINS ELECTRIC CO INC $10,475.71 
7000033160 EDDINS ELECTRIC COMPANY INC $72,000.00 
7000029217 E&D ENTERPRISES INC $215.04 
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7000205673 EDGEFIELD ASPHALT & COMPANY LLC $5,800.00 
7000140432 EDGEFIELD COUNTY $1,320.44 
7000151938 EDGEFIELD COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $326.00 
7000141372 EDGEFIELD COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS CO $651.03 
7000011861 EDGEFIELD COUNTY TREASURER $80.00 
7000026107 EDGEFIELD CO WATER & SEWER AUTH $129,270.27 
7000184155 EDILMA ELLIS $17,029.10 
7000140658 EDISTO BUTANE GAS CO INC $3,354.93 
7000025102 EDISTO ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $8,187.91 
7000212675 EDWARD MOULTRIE $396.00 
7000031742 EDWARDS REFRIGERATION INC $2,525.00 
7000147504 EDWARDS TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC $1,233,867.38 
7000208493 EGROUP HOLDING COMPANY LLC $538,959.83 
7000014088 EIDSONS CUSTOM EMBROIDERY $815.34 
7000114759 ELECTRIC ROOTERMAN  INC $2,495.00 
7000008248 ELE INTERNATIONAL $295.96 
7000004510 ELLISONS SAWMILL $240.00 
7000033793 E&L RENTALS AND HARDWARE INC $1,546.65 
7000018936 EMBASSY SUITES-GREENVILLE $4,005.44 
7000021135 EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL $536.00 
7000104652 EMEDCO $0.00 
7000205200 EMEDCO $664.35 
7000088095 EMPIRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY $2,304.23 
7000036745 EMPIRE MARKETING GROUP $19,106.53 
7000137200 ENERGEN OF CAROLINA INC $9,627.31 
7000143933 ENERGY ABSORPTION SYSTEMS INC $5,481.04 
7000172489 ENERGY ABSORPTION SYSTEMS INC $25,247.60 
7000033201 ENNIS PAINT INC $263,388.60 
7000166716 ENNIS TRAFFIC SAFETY SOLUTIONS $844,284.91 
7000050110 ENSOFT INC $4,040.00 
7000002827 ENTERPRISE GROUP - DOMTAR $3,137.47 
7000110688 ENTERPRISE GROUP - DOMTAR $1,088.14 
7000173702 ENVIROMED CORP $15,600.00 
7000031929 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING SERVICES $14,865.50 
7000201821 ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES INC $1,280.00 
7000211238 ENVIRONMENTAL LAWN CARE LLC $500.00 
7000102327 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH INST $8,848.60 
7000181032 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS TESTING SERVI $75.00 
7000045650 ENVIRO SHIELD ROOFING SERVICES LLC $2,950.00 
7000185089 EPPS WELDING SERVICE $1,987.50 
7000157361 ERI SAFETY VIDEOS $950.40 
7000012965 ETHRIDGE SAW SHOP $6,260.80 
7000076095 EVERETT DYKES GRASSING CO INC $4,228,324.53 
7000080232 EWIZ/SUPERBIZ.COM $10,737.50 
7000029929 EXCEL HEATING & COOLING INC $83.00 
7000038535 EXECUTIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS LLC $28,732.32 
7000062780 EYECARE OF FLORENCE $125.00 
7000172397 FACILITYDUDE.COM $6,988.13 
7000050925 FAIRFIELD AGGREGATES LLC $501.50 
7000151939 FAIRFIELD COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $73.25 
7000186170 FAIRFIELD COUNTY TRANSIT SYSTEM $130,603.01 
7000127040 FAIRFIELD ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $10,518.27 
7000118619 FAIRFIELD INN BY MARRIOTT $8,346.18 
7000135843 FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES $449.48 
7000104939 FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES ATLANTA $638.40 
7000165180 FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES BY MARRIOTT $128.12 
7000099870 FALCON FIRE SYSTEMS LLC $370.00 
7000097132 FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT $2,000.00 
7000212403 FARMER CONSTRUCTION LLC $300.00 
7000098759 FARMER ELECTRIC LLC $2,500.00 
7000194113 FARMERS TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE $5,012.47 
7000024242 FASTENAL COMPANY $224.93 
7000166864 FASTENAL COMPANY $11,428.87 
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7000024778 FASTENER SUPPLY CO $0.00 
7000103981 FASTENER SUPPLY CO $40.50 
7000059325 FAYETTEVILLE PUBLISHING COMPANY $5,919.15 
7000124546 FDH ENGINEERING INC $118,400.00 
7000020741 FEDEX $2,292.15 
7000106883 FEEMSTER PC $22,026.67 
7000181341 FEEMSTER PC $7,341.74 
7000066536 FELKEL & HASTINGS $1,204.20 
7000157252 FENNELL CONTAINER $1,041.47 
7000043880 FENNELL CONTAINER CO #692 $16,990.98 
7000020638 FENNELL CONTAINER COMPANY INC $156.00 
7000031777 FERGUSON ENTERPRISES INC $2,069.50 
7000200330 FERGUSON MANUFACTURING & EQUIPMENT $526.84 
7000203125 FIDELITY JANITORIAL SERVICES INC $4,675.00 
7000026972 FIELDS ORNAMENTAL IRON & WELDING $290.88 
7000034461 FILTERS SOUTH INC $2,698.92 
7000212954 FINKLEA LAW FIRM $48,920.00 
7000048187 FIPLEX COMMUNICATIONS INC $16,876.35 
7000054102 FIRE ALARM SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES INC $510.00 
7000096923 FIRE ANTSWERS LLC $240.00 
7000198953 FIRESTAR $2,475.00 
7000179719 FIRST CALL $426.60 
7000057996 FIRST CLASS CONSTRUCTION LLC $59,189.00 
7000169562 FIRST CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT LLC $182,903.86 
7000145811 FIRST FIRE & SAFETY LLC $2,326.88 
7000128218 FIRST LAB $56,047.25 
7000121278 FIRSTLAB $18,764.25 
7000012343 FIRST PAGE $188.92 
7000110865 FISHER & PHILLIPS LLP $900.00 
7000190650 FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO $51.42 
7000102883 FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY LLC $3,651.59 
7000160134 FISHNET SECURITY INC $38,910.00 
7000210526 FITZSIMMONS GUTTER LLC $815.00 
7000033714 F J RABON JR CONSTRUCTION CO INC $225.00 
7000140785 FLASHBAY INC $1,635.00 
7000070443 FLEET CONCEPTS $351.67 
7000121170 FLEETPRIDE INC $4,863.93 
7000005529 FLEMING FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE $1,039.20 
7000164860 FLINK COMPANY $1,697.63 
7000115457 FLINT EQUIPMENT CO $3,618.92 
7000115859 FLINT EQUIPMENT CO $118,918.63 
7000024997 FLINT TRADING INC $153,414.78 
7000025396 FLORENCE CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC $121,201.84 
7000042771 FLORENCE CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC $1,497,378.82 
7000030043 FLORENCE COUNTY $81,445.80 
7000189114 FLORENCE COUNTY $101,111.18 
7000017682 FLORENCE COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $182.00 
7000028906 FLORENCE COUNTY DSN BOARD $43,346.00 
7000025582 FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL $7,790.00 
7000126826 F&ME CONSULTANTS $1,650,908.27 
7000005844 FORDS LAWN SOLUTIONS $4,405.50 
7000195272 FOREST & WILDLIFE INNOVATIONS INC $7,500.00 
7000024819 FORMS & SUPPLY INC $12,007.39 
7000042653 FORMS & SUPPLY INC $734.52 
7000195090 FORMULA INSTALLATION COMPANY $9,118.34 
7000027184 FORRESTS TIRE SERVICE INC $4,622.37 
7000030228 FORT HILL NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY $38,688.80 
7000013823 FORTILINE INC $3,299.40 
7000106605 FORTILINE INC $13,854.27 
7000113284 FORTILINE INC $31,778.11 
7000121059 FORTRAN COMMUNICATIONS INC $7,225.41 
7000213106 FOUNDATION TECHNOLOGIES INC $225.00 
7000207606 FOXENE EVERIDGE $12,500.00 
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7000090667 FRADYS HEATING & AC SERVICES INC $7,951.00 
7000026078 FRALEY & QUATTLEBAUM REFRIGERATION $125.00 
7000031448 FRANKLIN COVEY CLIENT SALES INC $18,497.85 
7000033668 FRANKLIN INDUSTRIES CO $125,502.84 
7000082921 FRANKLIN TREE SERVICE LLC $63,125.00 
7000210660 FRANK W DREW $1,000.00 
7000026365 FRASIER TIRE SERVICE INC $21,606.67 
7000036356 FRASIER TIRE SERVICE INC $128,067.77 
7000141387 FRASIER TIRE SERVICE INC $4,183.92 
7000185869 FRASIER TIRE SERVICE INC SUMTER $42,201.75 
7000028477 F & R ASPHALT INC $4,963,551.39 
7000079983 FRED ANDERSON TOYOTA SCION $23,794.00 
7000144255 FREDERICK I HALL III $5,735.00 
7000072166 FREEMANS CONSULTING SERVICES INC $13,456.79 
7000198209 FRESH ANOINTING MINISTRIES $25,924.98 
7000025994 FRIPP ISLAND PUBLIC SERVICE $217.00 
7000024625 FROEHLING & ROBERTSON INC $95,694.96 
7000159157 FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS $61,990.91 
7000103939 FSI OFFICE $8,092.99 
7000177756 FSI OFFICE $0.00 
7000033493 F T ZEMAN ELECTRIC & REFRIGERATOR $3,747.70 
7000028064 FULMER HEATING & COOLING INC $8,980.00 
7000159714 FULTON INDUSTRIES INC $1,280.00 
7000148011 FURR FACILITIES INC $5,443.90 
7000026026 FURR GRADING & PAVING INC $26,593.00 
7000204338 GAFFNEY AUTO PARTS $907.06 
7000030135 GAFFNEY BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS $35,878.11 
7000172035 GAI CONSULTANTS INC $4,686.52 
7000028510 GALEANA CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH INC $614.14 
7000028927 GARDEN CITY HEATING & COOLING $4,800.00 
7000212417 GARDNERS BBQ & HASH $392.00 
7000026265 GARLANDS GARAGE INC $2,375.00 
7000179899 GARVIN OIL COMPANY INC $17,292.86 
7000064536 GARY I FINKLEA $107,080.00 
7000195542 GARYS AUTO GLASS $310.30 
7000159784 GASTERS GRADING CO INC $17,980.44 
7000039120 GATEWAY SUPPLY CO INC $5,011.20 
7000145057 GAULS CONSTRUCTION INC $200.00 
7000042753 G B ROBERTS $1,500.00 
7000020406 GCR TIRE CENTERS $4,089.97 
7000122468 GEL LABORATORIES LLC $270.00 
7000029173 GENERAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE $998.08 
7000120611 GENERAL ELECTRIC CO $885.60 
7000013003 GENERAL ENGINEERING GEOPHYSICS LLC $9,450.80 
7000109400 GENERAL PARTS DISTRIBUTIONS LLC $460.83 
7000203785 GENERAL PRECAST MFG CO INC $1,712.00 
7000025236 GENERAL SUPPLY CO OF SALUDA INC $2,139.60 
7000095930 GENERATING SOLUTIONS LLC $6,300.00 
7000028152 GENERATIONS UNLIMITED $361,882.88 
7000029417 GENERATOR SERVICES INC $9,853.72 
7000109975 GENNETTE SOWELL $364.00 
7000141749 GENUINE PARTS COMPANY $2,968.00 
7000039003 GEORGE H BAILEY $23,884.00 
7000208082 GEORGE MIRABAL $500.00 
7000025999 GEORGETOWN AUTO PARTS CO INC $1,567.13 
7000087820 GEORGETOWN CNTY TREAS $572.00 
7000184497 GEORGETOWN COUNTY $2,860.00 
7000200904 GEORGETOWN COUNTY $130.00 
7000028186 GEORGETOWN COUNTY BOARD OF $35,515.58 
7000121828 GEORGETOWN COUNTY FINANCE DEPT $7,993.76 
7000012154 GEORGETOWN TIMES $279.18 
7000004853 GEORGE WARD PLUMBING $225.00 
7000177486 GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATI $2,888,042.11 
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7000143064 GEOSTABILIZATION INTERNATIONAL LLC $375,692.00 
7000198532 GEOSTABILIZATION INTERNATIONAL LLC $483,804.40 
7000209605 GEOSTELLAR ENGINEERING LLC $247,948.29 
7000028106 GEO-SYSTEMS DESIGN & TESTING INC $1,240.00 
7000049434 GERDAU AMERISTEEL US INC $5,112.24 
7000075347 GERMAN TECHNICAL GROUP LLC $437,791.68 
7000013756 GFOASC $530.00 
7000155971 G&G LAWN CARE $5,874.28 
7000004461 G&G MILLING CO $1,788.48 
7000041774 GIANT CEMENT CO $0.00 
7000177363 GIANT CEMENT CO $51,992.30 
7000206732 GIANT CEMENT CO $102,557.99 
7000187172 GIBBES FORD $3,264.90 
7000012626 GIBSONS ELECTRICAL SERVICE $7,074.77 
7000092797 GIGNILLIAT SAVITZ & BETTIS $75.66 
7000201568 GILBERT & FIELDS CONSTRUCTION CO. $7,351.00 
7000201014 GILLYS TREE SERVICE $4,250.00 
7000046139 GILSON COMPANY INC $520.72 
7000119338 GILSON COMPANY INC $438.00 
7000006753 GINGERICH'S GAS SERVICE $475.00 
7000141398 G&K SERVICES $151,605.49 
7000032416 G&K SERVICES INC $481.75 
7000109770 G&K SERVICES INC $5,595.46 
7000138415 G&K SERVICES INC $681.47 
7000141397 G&K SERVICES INC $3,672.67 
7000181563 G&K SERVICES INC $1,354.08 
7000066045 GLASSCOCK COMPANY INC $321,881.88 
7000126037 GLASS SOLUTIONS LLC $1,466.10 
7000002155 GLEAM WORKS OF SC LLC $576.00 
7000025438 GLENN PLUMBING CO INC $510.29 
7000004637 GLENNS MUFFLER SHOP $45.00 
7000131037 GLOBAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY $2,232.68 
7000031452 G L WILLIAMS & DAUGHTER TRUCKING $16,601.05 
7000210652 GNA AUTO GLASS LLC $759.25 
7000027626 GOLDIE & ASSOCIATES INC $105,830.46 
7000025466 GOODLETT EQUIPMENT INC $6,975.33 
7000087350 GOODS SEPTIC TANK & LANDSCAPING INC $11,116.08 
7000026323 GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF UPSTATE/ $13,626.25 
7000146147 GORDON COMPANY INC $192,095.17 
7000034964 GOSSETT CONCRETE PIPE COMPANY INC $134,883.85 
7000111467 GOVERNMENT FINANCE OFFICERS ASSN OF $210.00 
7000029287 GOWAN JOHNSON TRAFFIC PRODUCTS INC $2,918.09 
7000115376 GRACE MINISTRIES $88,401.00 
7000157223 GRAHAM ELECTRIC LLC $250.00 
7000026330 GRAHL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO INC $266,913.54 
7000141951 GRAINGER $3,319.80 
7000154964 GRAINGER INC $44,884.32 
7000033140 GRAINGER INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY $2,402.15 
7000099426 GRAND STRAND AGGREGATES LLC $252.79 
7000156716 GRAND STRAND AGGREGATES LLC $5,328.61 
7000026423 GRAND STRAND WATER AND SEWER $1,974.14 
7000200114 GRAND STRAND WATER AND SEWER $6,086.59 
7000073550 GRANITE CONTRACTING LLC $703,315.61 
7000026752 GRANT CO INC $628.89 
7000144430 GRANT ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING $174,668.25 
7000123453 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY INC $5,298.99 
7000031956 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC INC $6,150.60 
7000046565 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC INC $1,286.62 
7000038364 GREEN ACRES FARM AND CONSTRUCTION I $7,470.41 
7000114456 GREEN ACRES LANDSCAPING $4,800.00 
7000114457 GREEN ACRES LANDSCAPING $34,705.00 
7000132220 GREEN ACRES SERVICES INC $335,684.67 
7000001347 GREENE ACOUSTIC & DRYWALL LLC $12,250.00 
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7000161294 GREENHORNE & O'MARA INC $1,030.95 
7000151171 GREEN SITE SERVICES INC $132,399.87 
7000026168 GREENVILLE CNTY DSN BD $37,819.00 
7000179411 GREENVILLE COUNTY $131,498.41 
7000188448 GREENVILLE COUNTY $260.00 
7000017704 GREENVILLE COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $175.00 
7000132647 GREENVILLE COUNTY PLANNING DEPT $444,638.48 
7000030001 GREENVILLE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT $80.00 
7000017707 GREENVILLE COUNTY SOLID WASTE $22,648.81 
7000142207 GREENVILLE COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR $10,157.50 
7000148798 GREENVILLE COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR $3,541.20 
7000017702 GREENVILLE COUNTY TREASURER $1,900.00 
7000008420 GREENVILLE MARRIOTT $480.60 
7000025427 GREENVILLE TRACTOR CO $13,875.08 
7000033445 GREENVILLE TRANSIT AUTHORITY $888,617.00 
7000030082 GREENVILLE WATER SYSTEM $16,899.72 
7000099810 GREEN WAVE HYDROSEEDING INC $368,725.29 
7000030004 GREENWOOD COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC $24,249.74 
7000135937 GREENWOOD COUNTY LANDFILL $957.44 
7000018102 GREER COMMISSION OF PUBLIC WORKS $2,774.56 
7000206822 GREER FLOORING CENTER $1,164.06 
7000044884 GREERS WRECKER INC $75.00 
7000025425 GREGORY ELECTRIC COMPANY INC $1,636.50 
7000172754 GREGORY INDUSTRIES INC $149,687.00 
7000044618 GREGORY PEST CONTROL $341.50 
7000121124 GREGORY PEST CONTROL $161.50 
7000027092 GREGORY PEST SOLUTIONS $851.00 
7000024732 GREGORY POOLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY $5,322.96 
7000209807 GREGORY SERVICE CO INC $1,350.00 
7000137128 GRL ENGINEERS INC $10,675.16 
7000178660 GRL ENGINEERS INC $60,908.26 
7000139165 GS2 ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENTAL CON $786.00 
7000038726 GS2 ENGINEERING INC $12,862.00 
7000036498 G S CARTER & SON LUMBER COMPANY $155.59 
7000177094 G S CARTER & SON LUMBER COMPANY $3,570.41 
7000017211 GT INDUSTRIAL LLC CO $35,006.12 
7000195189 GTS SOLUTIONS LLC $38,362.50 
7000184405 GUARANTEED SUPPLY COMPANY $4,715.85 
7000025027 GUARANTEED SUPPLY CO OF SC INC $55,169.54 
7000134825 GUARANTEED SUPPLY CO OF SC INC $27,027.28 
7000132679 GUIGNARD PLUMBING SUPPLY INC $585.36 
7000170616 GULF STREAM CONSTRUCTION CO INC $849,269.00 
7000138090 GUSTAS OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT LLC $91.78 
7000080144 G W BURCKHALTER $12,700.00 
7000078434 GYRO TRAC CORPORATION $3,811.81 
7000030867 HALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY INC $29,771.85 
7000131850 HALL MANUFACTURING LLC $78,178.24 
7000058734 HALL MFG INC $8,575.43 
7000210653 HALSEY KING AND ASSOCIATES INC $3,520.00 
7000035107 HAMBY CATERING $163.54 
7000029494 HAMCO GREENVILLE INC $20,127.80 
7000188337 HAMMERS HAZ MATS LLC $756.00 
7000026284 HAMMOND WATER & SEWAGE CO $15,520.00 
7000027442 HAMPTON AUTO PARTS INC $719.80 
7000017730 HAMPTON CO COUNCIL ON AGING $16,875.00 
7000015576 HAMPTON INN-CLEMSON $85.47 
7000009973 HAMPTON INN-COLUMBIA HARBISON $598.08 
7000001834 HAMPTON INN OF MANNING $258.72 
7000010427 HAMPTON INN-PATRIOTS POINT $3,836.15 
7000156887 HAMPTON INN-ROCK HILL $368.52 
7000008654 HAMPTON INN & SUITES-CLINTON $1,105.56 
7000149024 HAMPTON INN & SUITES-N CHARLESTON $788.85 
7000123310 HANDS-ON-MOBILE-CAR- WASH $85.00 
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7000056187 HANSEN PALLET CO $4,132.88 
7000133589 HANSON AGGREGATES INC $3,790.79 
7000177079 HANSON AGGREGATES SOUTHEAST $288,123.07 
7000011341 HARGRAY COMMUNICATION $1,502.60 
7000205980 HARGRAY COMMUNICATION $2,674.29 
7000202612 HARPER INVESTMENTS INC $4,226.64 
7000025893 HARRIS MCLEOD & RUFFNER $31,684.93 
7000154120 HARRISON REARDEN $3,520.78 
7000037981 HARRISON WHITE SMITH & COGGINS P $72,159.15 
7000199357 HARRIS REBAR NORTH CAROLINA INC $3,916.20 
7000089468 HARRY EVANS $400.00 
7000063080 HARTNETT REALTY CO INC $590.00 
7000154270 HAULIN GLASS LLC $3,888.02 
7000028788 HAVIRD TIRE CO INC $31,622.72 
7000041145 HAWTHORNE SERVICES INC $5,852,955.11 
7000162799 HAYES INSTRUMENT CO INC $18,796.70 
7000196050 HAYES & LUNSFORD ELECTRICAL $164,585.59 
7000143926 HAYNES ELECTRIC UTILITY CORP $20,854.81 
7000177487 HAYNES ELECTRIC UTILITY CORP $219,300.39 
7000179035 HAYNSWORTH SINKLER BOYD PA $958.50 
7000040455 H BARBER & SONS INC $1,298.03 
7000086933 H D PAYNE & CO INC $456.04 
7000032340 H D PAYNE & CO OF GREENWOOD $8,425.84 
7000034168 HDR ENGINEERING INC $5,302.81 
7000038374 HDR ENGINEERING INC OF THE $209,129.75 
7000120209 HDR ENGINEERING INC OF THE $69,755.72 
7000065408 HDR INC $3,645,413.70 
7000162216 HD SUPPLY POWER SOLUTIONS LTD $361.80 
7000199487 HD SUPPLY POWER SOLUTIONS LTD $0.00 
7000070800 HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS LTD $9,913.04 
7000134434 HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS LTD $3,329.08 
7000019123 HEALTHWORKS OF PALMETTO HEALTH $2,346.00 
7000155527 HEALTHWORKS OF PALMETTO HEALTH $386.00 
7000182618 HEAVY IRON LLC $1,628.53 
7000106160 H&E EQUIPMENT SERVICES INC $289,215.00 
7000121364 HELENA CHEMICAL CO $544,203.36 
7000121405 HELENA CHEMICAL CO $133,617.99 
7000180585 HELENA CHEMICAL CO $2,697.42 
7000169643 HENRY CHRISTOPHER HAMMETT $90.00 
7000029023 HENRYS BODY SHOP $3,114.41 
7000189205 HERALD JOURNAL $404.69 
7000193833 HERALD OFFICE SOLUTIONS $4,139.94 
7000027819 HERALD OFFICE SUPPLY INC $1,959.24 
7000090556 HERALD OFFICE SYSTEMS $6,784.50 
7000171900 HERALD OFFICE SYSTEMS $2,058.52 
7000093006 HERBERT ANDERSON JR CONSTRUCTION $3,788.10 
7000014376 HERCULES CLEANING SERVICE $4,550.00 
7000212145 HERGO ERGONOMIC SUPPORT SYSTEMS INC $255.00 
7000113341 HERITAGE-CRYSTAL CLEAN LLC $14,305.92 
7000114116 HERITAGE HAULING INC $2,224.69 
7000208414 HERITAGE HAULING INC $6,864.59 
7000178414 HERLONG FORD $2,496.58 
7000005029 HERRING PEST CONTROL $130.00 
7000019114 HERRINGTON CONSTRUCTION CO INC $3,916.00 
7000126111 HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL CORPORATION $6,466.87 
7000183988 HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL CORPORATION $61,851.27 
7000092409 HEWLETT PACKARD $21,410.30 
7000210320 HEWLETT PACKARD COMPANY $9,827.30 
7000130610 H & H CAR CARE LLC $873.60 
7000025611 H&H MANUFACTURING COMPANY $3,992.05 
7000020842 HICKORY HILL LANDFILL $5,463.76 
7000205821 HIGGINS TOWING $165.00 
7000202103 HIGHWAY ENGINEERING EXCHANGE PROGRA $350.00 
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7000030932 HI LINE ELECTRIC COMPANY $3,919.28 
7000154890 HILLS MACHINERY COMPANY LLC $691,003.88 
7000026438 HILLS SERVICE CO INC $877.93 
7000108799 HILTON COLUMBIA CENTER $12,326.65 
7000016826 HILTON GARDEN INN CHARLESTON $158.85 
7000182351 HILTON MYRTLE BEACH RESORT $185.92 
7000018495 HILTONS POWER EQUIP $933.94 
7000173841 HINCHEY MURRAY & PAGLIARINI LLC $938,107.20 
7000042210 HISPANIC CONNECTIONS INC $837.00 
7000047812 HMA LAB SUPPLY INC $5,371.00 
7000037015 HNTB CORPORATION $13,848.16 
7000034438 HODGE TREE SERVICE $2,650.00 
7000128023 HOLCIM US INC $21,705.46 
7000183044 HOLCIM US INC $45,107.86 
7000020193 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS HOTEL & SUITES $553.25 
7000045314 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS HOTEL & SUITES $91.30 
7000008155 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS & SUITES- $461.39 
7000108725 HOLIDAY INN HOTEL & SUITES $228.66 
7000025249 HOLLEY TRACTOR & EQUIP CO INC $5,943.58 
7000050037 HOLLY HILL SERVICES INC $8,646.00 
7000057208 HOME TELECOM LLC $4,980.33 
7000004571 HOOPERS LAWN & GROUNDS $300.00 
7000168024 HORRY COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS $610.00 
7000195974 HORRY COUNTY TREASURER $2,734.62 
7000025117 HORRY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $30,075.07 
7000025354 HORRY TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE INC $34,080.42 
7000036911 HOSE POWER USA $880.20 
7000053376 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL INC $1,777.85 
7000141034 HOUSE OF CANS INC $154.93 
7000196726 HOWARDS GENERAL CONTRACTING $16,144.00 
7000057548 HOWELL & SIMMONS CONSTRUCTION & $9,997.50 
7000026173 HOYTS HEATING AND A/C INC $14,413.51 
7000187826 HRI INC $4,749,653.43 
7000011380 H&S OIL CO INC $25,847.20 
7000177764 HUBBARD PAVING & GRADING INC $219,043.16 
7000007230 HUDSONS SMOKEHOUSE OF LEXINGTON LLC $133.00 
7000106307 HUGHES AND COMPANY $422.86 
7000035314 HUGHES AUTO PARTS INC $478.35 
7000201541 HUGH S HADSOCK JR $651.05 
7000206383 HUMBOLDT MFG CO $390.96 
7000183739 HUMBOLDT MFG COMPANY $936.36 
7000103836 HUMBOLDT SCIENTIFIC INC $2,220.00 
7000117045 HUSQVARNA PROFESSIONAL OUTDOOR PROD $21,785.07 
7000117642 HUSSEY GAY BELL & DEYOUNG INC $1,102,943.88 
7000056239 HUTCH-N-SON CONSTRUCTION CO INC $5,960.94 
7000139873 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC $1,176.69 
7000177095 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC $3,799.20 
7000027882 HUTTO REFRIGERATION SALES & SERVICE $282.10 
7000181731 HYATT CONSTRUCTION $23,500.00 
7000161226 HYATT INSULATING CO INC $2,280.00 
7000163020 HYATT REGENCY GREENVILLE $2,906.70 
7000132115 HYDER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC $8,846.18 
7000184929 HYDRADYNE LLC $135.00 
7000188322 HYDRADYNE LLC $13,147.96 
7000055220 HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC SERVICE INC $370.00 
7000012315 HYDRAULIC SPECIALISTS INC $4,320.00 
7000000957 IBM CORP $8,961.35 
7000202139 ICA ENGINEERING INC $3,432,314.61 
7000027366 IDEAL COMFORT SYSTEMS INC $5,486.00 
7000174796 IDEAL FUEL CO INC $872.90 
7000175479 IHS GLOBAL INC $128,675.00 
7000053643 IHS GLOBAL INSIGHT USA INC $36,825.00 
7000054556 IMAGE COLLISION INC $4,682.29 
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7000099229 IMMIXTECHNOLOGY INC $5,790.06 
7000192708 IMPROVED TECHNOLOGIES GROUP LLC $36,167.00 
7000021047 IMSA $840.00 
7000101096 IMSA SOUTHEASTERN SECTION $9,800.00 
7000034748 INDIANAPOLIS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS $26,480.75 
7000149127 INDUSTRIAL ABSORBENT SOLUTIONS $1,650.00 
7000025716 INDUSTRIAL ALIGNMENT & FRAME $3,718.52 
7000027730 INDUSTRIAL MACHINE & FAB INC $15,588.00 
7000016883 INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL CENTER $257.66 
7000044122 INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS & SUPPLY INC $430.92 
7000164632 INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDIT & CONTROL $495.00 
7000166251 INFORMATION TECH PROFESSIONALS OF $150.00 
7000045608 INFRAMAP CORP $9,700.93 
7000198773 INFRASTRUCTURE CONSULTING & $1,859,298.04 
7000111975 INFRASTRUCTURE CORP OF AMERICA $2,007,825.47 
7000138978 INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERS INC $724,229.87 
7000132208 INGLES MARKETS $314.79 
7000085112 INKHEAD INC $244.53 
7000160757 INMAN-CAMPOBELLO WATER DISTRICT $805.00 
7000166301 INMAN STONE CO INC $1,452.24 
7000173490 INMARSAT SOLUTIONS INC $1,055.18 
7000053517 INNPACK LLC $7,320.00 
7000188741 INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS $1,970.00 
7000024612 INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORTATION $1,170.32 
7000131809 INSTRON $1,725.00 
7000016634 INTEGRA REALTY RESOURCES  SC $4,800.00 
7000182420 INTERGRAPH CORPORATION SGI DIVISION $1,001,810.53 
7000213984 INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE TUNNEL & $875.00 
7000034169 INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMEN $190,150.20 
7000182197 INTERNATIONAL CYBERNETICS CORP $158,651.00 
7000045140 INTERNATIONAL RIGHT OF WAY $14,616.00 
7000052468 INTERNATIONAL SALT CO LLC $11,191.87 
7000163869 INTERNATIONAL SALT CO LLC $1,868,160.28 
7000178259 INTERNETWORK ENGINEERING $3,766.69 
7000036392 INTERSTATE BATTERY SYSTEM $3,272.19 
7000173724 INTERSTATE TIRE SERVICE LLC $4,077.00 
7000158228 INTRAFINITY INC $0.00 
7000041177 INTUIT INC $496.80 
7000119491 INTUIT INC $7,318.80 
7000197587 IPW CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLC $1,533.60 
7000003979 IRBYS AUTO $625.00 
7000187483 IRONDRIVE UPSTATE $2,146.00 
7000122570 IRON MOUNTAIN $814.16 
7000000435 IRON MOUNTAIN SECURE SHREDDING $583.82 
7000207275 IRON PEAK INDUSTRIES LLC $6,360.00 
7000116703 IRRIGATION BY DESIGN INC $105.00 
7000043026 ISCO INDUSTRIES $2,042.62 
7000199404 ISCO INDUSTRIES $41,449.63 
7000084581 ISGETT DISTRIBUTORS INC $9,250.98 
7000166068 ISLAND COURT REPORTING $764.10 
7000109497 ISLAND LIFE NEWSMAGAZINE $350.00 
7000026161 ISLAND PUBLICATIONS INC $545.00 
7000130639 ITERIS INC $403,040.70 
7000084044 JACCO LLC $1,227,940.12 
7000039988 JACK A HUNNICUTT $486.00 
7000204848 JACK B HARPER CONTRACTOR LLC $1,218,260.88 
7000048800 JACKSON LAWN CARE & MAINTENANCE INC $3,172.00 
7000157498 JACKSON LAWNCARE & PRESSURE WASHING $1,000.00 
7000163568 JACKSONS BACKSFLOW SERVICE $200.00 
7000036322 JACOB PLUMBING CO INC $250.00 
7000133740 JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC $27,357.96 
7000176485 JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC $21,762.40 
7000210209 JAKES HEATING & COOLING $4,476.05 
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7000051929 JAMES ABLE & SONS PAVING $2,400.00 
7000101116 JAMES AL CAUTHEN JR $69.12 
7000190110 JAMES ALLEN PUGH $37,713.00 
7000143876 JAMES C GREENE CO $1,917.56 
7000015441 JAMES F MARTIN INN (THE) $427.35 
7000189460 JAMES H ROZIER JR $6,126.28 
7000196414 JAMES MIKE WOOTEN $7,042.57 
7000055202 JAMES RIVER EQUIPMENT CAROLINA LLC $4,862.85 
7000090609 JAMES RIVER SOLUTIONS $3,058.80 
7000206662 JAMES SCOTT COFFER $882.00 
7000045855 JANICE D HAYWARD LLC $1,328.91 
7000033014 JANI-KING OF COLUMBIA $2,300.00 
7000206174 JANPAK INC $2,491.24 
7000025153 J A PIPER ROOFING CO $203.22 
7000199686 JASON DAVIS $90.00 
7000214063 JASON P SMITH $225.00 
7000103508 JASONS DELI - CHARLESTON $0.00 
7000029036 JASPER CO BD OF DISABILITIES & $16,470.00 
7000043953 JASPER COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING $26,881.00 
7000188454 JASPER COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS $50.00 
7000030342 JASPER ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS $3,177.36 
7000148364 JASPER ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS $7,486.56 
7000082845 JB COXWELL CONTRACTING INC $47,100,992.60 
7000095146 J B RUSSELL & SON CONSTRUCTION CO $1,721.20 
7000156607 JCB OF GEORGIA $11,246.42 
7000170097 JC EHRLICH CO INC $6,220.00 
7000154119 J CRAIG FORREST $4,907.95 
7000004195 JEANNETTES UPHOLSTERY $325.00 
7000206678 JEFFREY D WRIGHT $378.00 
7000210776 JEFFREY KYLE COUSINS $26,821.00 
7000005540 JENNINGS GARBAGE $158.00 
7000124868 JERRY MURPHY WRECKER SERVICE $150.00 
7000039837 JERRYS PLUMBING & HEATING $106.75 
7000103173 JETER & WILLIAMS PA $525,000.00 
7000055409 JET VAC SEWER EQUIPMENT CO LLC $5,967.08 
7000065344 J & H ELECTRIC INC $448.00 
7000056520 J H HIERS CONSTRUCTION LLC $26,259.81 
7000027052 JH SEALE & SON LLC $8,837.54 
7000059008 JIMBOS BODY SHOP $275.00 
7000039838 JIM HUDSON BUICK GMC CADILLAC, INC. $324.71 
7000166722 JIM HUDSON FORD $2,551.27 
7000064298 JIMMIES TREE SERVICE INC $40,775.00 
7000168469 JIMMY BUFF IT MOBILE DETAILING $440.00 
7000000900 JIMMY JOHNS GOURMET SANDWICHES $80.59 
7000056556 JIM PINSON MOTORS INC $7,028.00 
7000128314 J JOHNSON GRADING & PAVING LLC $4,000.00 
7000016136 JJS COMMERCIAL CLEANING $11,771.40 
7000175422 J LEWIS CROMER & ASSOCIATES LLC $10,000.00 
7000214169 J&L STOP N GO $411.00 
7000201595 J&M ELECTRICAL SERVICES INC $2,124.20 
7000044444 J MOORE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS INC $1,543,542.11 
7000164328 J MOORE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS INC $114,230.17 
7000207786 JMS FENCE CO INC $4,600.00 
7000206055 JOE DENNIS $990.00 
7000035001 JOE HENRY COMPANY INC THE $1,884.60 
7000004515 JOES MODERN UPHOLSTERY $185.00 
7000084818 JOHN A WOSCIK SR $12,750.00 
7000007387 JOHN DEERE COMPANY $562,406.40 
7000198397 JOHN DEERE GOV'T & NATIONAL SALES $691,250.58 
7000031449 JOHN E REID AND ASSOCIATES INC $970.00 
7000081078 JOHN F HUMPHRIES $624.00 
7000139787 JOHN FOWLERS LAWN SERVICE $33,900.00 
7000209005 JOHN L MCKNIGHT JR $405.00 
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7000036631 JOHN M HENNON $240.00 
7000033402 JOHN N HARDEE $1,534.68 
7000034222 JOHNNIES SERVICENTER INC $427.43 
7000205145 JOHNNY M KELLEY $12,723.00 
7000037210 JOHN P EDWARDS $2,163.10 
7000202707 JOHN SHIELDS $1,632.29 
7000197257 JOHNSONS MOVING & STORAGE, LLC $2,415.00 
7000127480 JOHNSONVILLE MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS $1,920.00 
7000152462 JOINT MUNICIPAL WATER AND SEWER $755.58 
7000028844 JOLLEY SERVICE CO INC $887.50 
7000025786 JONES FORD INC $1,116.66 
7000057646 JORDAN JONES & GOULDING INC $49,147.84 
7000209789 JOSEPH B DELA ROSA $100.00 
7000012728 JP CARLTON COMPANY $63,936.00 
7000205757 JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA $100.00 
7000091016 JR CLEANING SERVICES $3,395.00 
7000034420 JR WILSON CONSTRUCTION CO INC $36,207.12 
7000004049 JT JOHNSON BACKFLOW PREVENTION $65.00 
7000107954 JUDDS WASH TUB $90.00 
7000199347 JUNIPER SYSTEMS INC $17,220.06 
7000057965 KAPSCH TRAFFICCOM IVHS INC $62,545.00 
7000141456 KAUFFMAN TIRE $1,270.66 
7000157825 KCI TECHNOLOGIES INC $530,550.09 
7000157831 KCI TECHNOLOGIES INC $1,380,799.00 
7000210400 KCY BUSINESS ENTITIES LLC $7,662.00 
7000052685 KEENAN ENERGY COMPANY $1,299.21 
7000130351 KEENAN ENERGY COMPANY INC $5,965.94 
7000007704 KELLY SERVICES $296,304.42 
7000034244 KELLY SERVICES INC $0.00 
7000060334 KELVIN FUNNY $9,999.96 
7000213820 KENDALL DAWN BIAS $396.00 
7000197932 KENNAMETAL INC $9,604.32 
7000207845 KENNAMETAL INC $36,679.60 
7000209783 KEN SIMMONS INC $150.00 
7000027596 KENS MOVING & TOWING SERVICE INC $910.00 
7000020144 KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION CABINET $0.00 
7000141459 KERSHAW COUNTY $3,468.30 
7000033730 KERSHAW COUNTY BOARD OF DIS & SPEC $110,489.00 
7000147324 KERSHAW COUNTY C&D LANDFILL $2,329.60 
7000017764 KERSHAW COUNTY UTILITIES $2,349.60 
7000013607 KERSHAW NEWS ERA $208.00 
7000006477 KERVIN BROS STUMP & TREE CO $38,075.00 
7000086883 KEYSTONE AUTOMOTIVE $279.88 
7000119905 KILN DIRECT $4,900.00 
7000006936 KIMBALL MIDWEST $787.82 
7000012214 KIMBALLS PLUMBING HEATING $3,114.94 
7000136365 KIMLEY HORN AND ASSOCIATES INC $383,236.58 
7000057376 KINARD & JONES LLC $10,195.00 
7000028153 KING ASPHALT INC $11,714,435.47 
7000027182 KING CADILLAC OLDSMOBILE GMC TRUCK $3,505.49 
7000178040 KINGFISHER INVESTMENTS II LLC $38,707.52 
7000035402 KIRBY REALTY & CONSTRUCTION $2,310.60 
7000012763 KNIGHT PRESS $917.75 
7000161340 KNIGHTS PLUMBING LLC $270.00 
7000015775 KNIGHTS REDI-MIX INC $24,960.70 
7000194265 KNOWLEDGENET ENTERPRISES LLC $2,990.00 
7000019225 KOLDROK WATERS & COFFEE $462.67 
7000109312 KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS $787.74 
7000037725 KORMAN SIGNS INC $179,464.47 
7000020164 KORRECT OPTICAL $469.77 
7000050732 KORRECT OPTICAL $203.00 
7000197331 KRJ CONSULTING LLC $6,290.00 
7000172260 K & S MARKERS INC $958,188.46 
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7000026756 KUNKLE OIL CO INC $11,237.19 
7000031396 KUSTOM SIGNALS INC $729.03 
7000014835 KUYKENDALL PLUMBING $170.00 
7000087359 L A BARRIER & SON INC $1,425.70 
7000026106 LA BARRIER & SON INC $17,799.91 
7000207043 LABORATORY TECHNICAL SERVICES LLC $318.39 
7000092735 LACAL EQUIPMENT INC $459.32 
7000206418 LAKE HILL CONSULTANTS INC $2,342.07 
7000097528 LAKE MURRAY STEEL INSPECTION $325.00 
7000136358 LAKESIDE K9 SOUTH LLC $4,400.00 
7000201489 LAKESIDE PLASTICS SOUTH LLC $1,566.00 
7000020811 LAMAR ADVERTISING OF COLUMBIA $20,782.50 
7000203034 LANCASTER & CHESTER RAILROAD LLC $391,999.24 
7000152657 LANCASTER COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $10.00 
7000039863 LANCASTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING $70,038.04 
7000030248 LANCASTER COUNTY NATURAL GAS AUTH $6,392.94 
7000025641 LANCASTER WATER & SEWER DISTRICT $3,391.44 
7000130577 L AND C CLEANING LLC $258.66 
7000067364 LANDMARK COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS INC $236.25 
7000026339 LAND PARKER & WELCH PA $31,255.66 
7000196126 LANDRYS HEATING & AIR $126.21 
7000145498 LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE $242,652.90 
7000038701 LANDSCAPING AND MOWER INC $188,136.26 
7000015145 LARRYS BODY SHOP $8,258.28 
7000015761 LARRYS PAINT & BODY SHOP $916.52 
7000143056 LAURENS COMMISSION OF PUBLIC WORKS $58,678.17 
7000030057 LAURENS COUNTY $2,499.00 
7000017794 LAURENS COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $49.00 
7000026620 LAURENS COUNTY DISABILITIES AND $36,786.00 
7000017797 LAURENS COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE $10.00 
7000029528 LAURENS COUNTY WATER & SEWER $41,485.83 
7000025124 LAURENS ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE $133,463.38 
7000180099 LAURENS TRANSFER STATION $3,347.33 
7000109943 LAVERNE MCCUTCHEON $282,407.91 
7000205736 LAWHON TREE SERVICE $2,495.00 
7000210212 LAW OFFICE OF RAY WINTERS, P.C. $21,700.00 
7000085564 LAW OFFICES OF FREDERICK I HALL III $525.00 
7000166294 LAWRENCE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES OF S $616,027.47 
7000043855 LAYER 3 COMMUNICATIONS LLC $309,126.84 
7000167885 LAYNE INLINER LLC $81,590.00 
7000180385 LAZARO & NOEL LLC $3,825.00 
7000163850 LBM INDUSTRIES INC $52,091.35 
7000179317 L&C CLEANING LLC $5,702.58 
7000031847 LCI-LINEBERGER CONSRUCTION INC $17,065.35 
7000016358 LCR CONSTRUCTION CO $2,820.00 
7000059131 LEAFGUARD MIDLANDS $979.00 
7000010941 LE BLEU BOTTLED WATER $1,621.56 
7000123959 LE BLEU BOTTLED WATER $187.62 
7000167775 LE BLEU BOTTLED WATER $74.85 
7000178652 LE BLEU BOTTLED WATER $71.47 
7000010438 LE BLEU OF COLUMBIA $102.06 
7000188450 LE BLEU OF COLUMBIA $1,004.27 
7000127187 LE BLEU OF MYRTLE BEACH $376.24 
7000187844 LE BLEU OF THE CAROLINAS $1,927.35 
7000088381 LE BLEU TRIAD $94.54 
7000197864 LEDSTAR INC. $144,667.00 
7000159091 LEE COUNTY COMPOSTING & RECYCLING $160.00 
7000032377 LEE COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING INC $40,000.00 
7000023006 LEE COUNTY DSN BOARD $73,891.66 
7000133879 LEE COUNTY LANDFILL SC LLC $65.30 
7000067670 LEE MURDAUGH $3,150.00 
7000086329 LEES HAULING & GRADING LLC $5,743.80 
7000050670 LEE TRANSPORT EQUIP INC $90,354.14 
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7000025699 LEE TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT INC $1,247,149.90 
7000099462 LENOVO INC $689,701.53 
7000142632 LEOPARD IRRIGATION $85.00 
7000083402 LERCH BATES INC $7,763.58 
7000120607 LERCH BATES INC $2,780.48 
7000029055 LESESNE INDUSTRIES INC $429.95 
7000101234 LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATIONS LLC $7,128.92 
7000091824 LEXINGTON CO SOLID WASTE M $82,641.11 
7000154264 LEXINGTON CO-STORMWATER/PUBLIC WORK $232,564.95 
7000030060 LEXINGTON COUNTY $1,672.48 
7000057650 LEXINGTON PRINTING LLC $3,462.48 
7000029322 LEXINGTON PUBLISHING CO INC $154.38 
7000120544 LIFESPAN TECHNOLOGIES INC $16,560.00 
7000127267 LINDER INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY CO $1,939.85 
7000071331 LINDER INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY COMPANY $100,390.27 
7000139993 LINE X OF THE CAROLINAS $2,310.00 
7000193190 LITTLEFIELD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY $897,771.75 
7000151543 LITTLE MOUNTAIN BUILDERS $683,275.79 
7000143082 LITTLE RIVER ELECTRIC CO-OP INC $16,980.96 
7000026053 LITTLE RIVER WATER & SEWERAGE CO $8,335.95 
7000156863 LITTLE ROADSIDE MANAGEMENT LLC $6,933.79 
7000025348 L-J INC $1,124,763.27 
7000126829 L & L CONTRACTORS INC $3,543,338.29 
7000023428 LLOYD HERRING $65.00 
7000005328 L&L SERVICES $175.00 
7000146142 LMC-CROSS $1,765.79 
7000205073 LMS ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL $9,784.00 
7000082995 LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSION $0.00 
7000025126 LOCKHART POWER CO $26,542.93 
7000016922 LOCK TECH $465.87 
7000188739 LOFTNESS SPECIALIZED FARM EQ INC $7,233.73 
7000199909 LOGIC TREE $25,042.95 
7000083884 LOGISTICAL SERVICES INTERNATIONAL $34,704.35 
7000138720 LOHMANN & RAUSCHER INC $31,893.50 
7000025592 LONG TRAILER & BODY SERVICE INC $10,323.08 
7000074567 LORICK OFFICE PRODUCTS INC $13,774.51 
7000113283 LORMAN EDUCATION SERVICES $753.20 
7000025095 LOVE CHEVROLET CO $6,221.14 
7000044959 LOVE CHEVROLET COMPANY $182,601.71 
7000011075 LOVE GM PARTS $3,239.24 
7000153228 LOVELINE INDUSTRIES INC $0.00 
7000126874 LOVIN CONTRACTING COMPANY  INC $1,549,274.51 
7000029462 LOWCOUNTRY CONCRETE OF $5,528.52 
7000026037 LOW COUNTRY COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS $303,467.00 
7000029949 LOWCOUNTRY PATHOLOGY ASSOC $152.50 
7000039930 LOW COUNTRY PEST CONTROL OF $920.00 
7000027228 LOWCOUNTRY REGIONAL TRANS AUTHORITY $1,347,842.72 
7000201161 LOWCOUNTRY REGIONAL WATER SYSTEM $2,748.13 
7000000218 LOW COUNTRY SERVICES $125.70 
7000183016 LOWCOUNTRY STORAGE SOLUTIONS LLC $2,449.00 
7000098643 LOW COUNTRY TREE SERVICE $29,800.00 
7000193863 LOW COUNTRY TREE SERVICE $9,450.00 
7000025871 LOWER SAVANNAH COUNCIL OF $353,314.43 
7000033781 LOWRY UTILITIES INC $1,625.00 
7000104497 L&R CONSTRUCTION & HAULING CO INC $0.00 
7000171795 L&R CONSTRUCTION & HAULING CO INC $69,906.75 
7000034010 LUCAS ELECTRIC CO INC $709.13 
7000113756 LUCAS SEPTIC TANK SERVICE $237.00 
7000025787 LUGOFF-ELGIN WATER AUTHORITY $23,227.68 
7000207824 LUIS CRUZ $0.00 
7000113625 LURATECH INC $2,000.00 
7000025128 LYNCHES RIVER ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE $18,691.03 
7000029054 LYNNSTAR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC $276,542.05 
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7000204530 MAACO COLLISION REPAIR & AUTO PAINT $2,668.47 
7000114107 MABUS BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION $3,803.31 
7000028031 MACEDONIA WATER WORKS INC $840.00 
7000027357 MACHINIST INC $23,300.00 
7000030611 MAC PAPERS INC $49,399.03 
7000052976 MAC PAPERS INC $5,047.81 
7000053336 MAC PAPERS INC $12,291.47 
7000125970 MAC PAPERS INC $2,678.40 
7000093641 MACS TIRE SERVICE $3,654.05 
7000200266 MADDOCK CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT LLC $413,194.18 
7000164895 MAINSTAY SUITES-MT PLEASANT $182.96 
7000162832 MAINTENANCE GROUP $10,845.00 
7000024924 MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS INC $3,188.70 
7000098846 MALLOY PLUMBING $258.00 
7000209804 MALPHRUS STARTER & ALTERNATOR REPAI $590.00 
7000024657 MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS INC $1,198.00 
7000184849 MANER BUILDERS SUPPLY COMPANY LLC $1,760.00 
7000006760 MANLEY LAW FIRM LLC $500.00 
7000181775 MANPOWER INC $14,363.56 
7000137691 MANPOWER INTERNATIONAL INC $429.52 
7000012610 MANPOWER TEMPORARY SERVICES $306.24 
7000088442 MANSFIELD OIL COMPANY $13,728,499.74 
7000024813 MAP ENTERPRISES INC $641.80 
7000026828 MAR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC $134,148.95 
7000056730 MARINE CORPS COMMUNITY SERVICES-SC $35.00 
7000025355 MARION DAVIS INC $714.71 
7000118288 MARION DILLON COUNTY BOARD OF $0.00 
7000078634 MARION TERMITE & PEST CONTROL INC $260.00 
7000188336 MARK DWAYNE MOORE $594.00 
7000213802 MARK L KELLER $1,980.00 
7000152656 MARLBORO COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $50.00 
7000028343 MARLBORO COUNTY DSN BOARD $17,847.00 
7000025129 MARLBORO ELECTRIC COOP INC $1,739.64 
7000049388 MARSHALL LANDSCAPING INC $1,540.00 
7000183664 MARSHALL & SWIFT $939.00 
7000098588 MARTHERS FENCE COMPANY $5,075.00 
7000010483 MARTIN MARIETTA AGGREGATES $391,026.42 
7000149222 MARTIN MARIETTA MATERIALS $230.47 
7000025025 MARTIN MARIETTA MATERIALS INC $303.18 
7000006301 MARTINS JANITORIAL SERVICE $1,181.00 
7000041234 MASON TIRE & AUTO SERVICE $20,735.15 
7000166484 MASTERTONE AUTOMOTIVE & EXHAUST $900.38 
7000107950 MASTHEAD INDUSTRIES $1,099.78 
7000177089 MASTHEAD INDUSTRIES $14,927.26 
7000025017 MATLACK SALES AND MARKETING INC $1,044.48 
7000141476 MATTHEW BENDER & CO $4,800.18 
7000198957 MAXIM CRANE WORKS LP $930.90 
7000122256 MAYER ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO INC $6,050.90 
7000205902 MAY HEAVY EQUIPMENT LLC $537,289.76 
7000014334 MAYS CONTRACTING $19,994.00 
7000101748 MBD MEDIA LLC $945.00 
7000050249 MCCALL ENVIRONMENTAL PA $7,455.00 
7000049319 MCCARTER MECHANICAL INC $168,111.57 
7000142925 MCCARTHY IMPROVEMENT COMPANY $6,984,750.00 
7000200600 MCCATHERN AND ASSOCIATES $2,480.00 
7000025642 MCCORMICK COMMISSION OF PUBLIC $1,645.32 
7000017827 MCCORMICK COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $20.00 
7000026217 MCCORMICK COUNTY SENIOR CENTER $310,431.00 
7000014860 MCCORMICK MESSENGER $97.50 
7000033317 MCCREARY/SNOW ARCHITECTS, PA $97,916.15 
7000184282 MCH & SONS CONTRACTING, LLC $178,687.01 
7000032827 MCINTYRE SAND CO INC $2,462.62 
7000205688 MCKENZIE ELECTRIC LLC $4,925.50 
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7000166886 MCKENZIE MOWING & BRUSH CONTROL LLC $1,757,921.23 
7000137158 MCKENZIES TREE SERVICE & STUMP $2,500.00 
7000025451 MCLAUGHLIN MOTORS INC $11,275.45 
7000137816 MCLEODS BODY SHOP $6,172.62 
7000127531 MCRAE CONTRACTING $117,376.48 
7000042652 MCWATERS $47,287.65 
7000175308 MEAD & HUNT INC $2,517,607.29 
7000025801 MECO INC $120.11 
7000030332 MECO INC OF AUGUSTA $1,171.56 
7000153918 MECO INC OF FLORENCE $2,225.97 
7000086232 MEDIA PARTNERS CORPORATION $4,262.64 
7000131738 MEDINAS HAULING INC $874,904.49 
7000027409 MEETZE PLUMBING CO INC $2,575.00 
7000206454 MERCHANTS BONDING COMPANY MUTUAL $156,092.42 
7000211776 MEREDITH BUNCH $1,000.00 
7000148817 MERIDIAN BUSINESS SERVICES LLP $2,959.93 
7000026360 METAL MASTERS INC $295.73 
7000205427 METALS DEPOT $2,644.16 
7000169425 METRIC ENGINEERING INC $8,822,055.02 
7000207869 METROCOUNT $10,079.88 
7000179463 METTS CONSTRUCTION INC $450.00 
7000191275 MICHAEL BAKER JR INC $197,262.47 
7000191276 MICHAEL BAKER JR INC $487,119.14 
7000206700 MICHAEL RANDOLPH MANUS $252.00 
7000032712 MICHAEL S JENNINGS $79.00 
7000209403 MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY $150.00 
7000170675 MIDASCO LLC $21,667.26 
7000024932 MID ATLANTIC DRAINAGE  INC $91,674.29 
7000025135 MID-CAROLINA ELECTRIC COOP INC $75,089.86 
7000175566 MIDLANDS ASTD CHAPTER $477.00 
7000044165 MIDLANDS MACHINERY  INC $28,771.79 
7000209831 MIDLANDS POSTAL CUSTOMER COUNCIL $45.00 
7000014810 MIDLANDS SPECIALTY $30,429.04 
7000025607 MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE $16,810.00 
7000016150 MID-STATE AUTO ELECTRIC $173.13 
7000184029 MIDWAY BBQ INC $1,653.96 
7000106862 MIDWEST MAINTENANCE INC $59,900.00 
7000212457 MIKE & JEFFS BBQ $689.00 
7000134411 MIKE REICHENBACH FORD LN $3,928.71 
7000213663 MILLER AUTO & TRUCK PARTS INC $128.40 
7000140559 MILLERS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC $4,056.60 
7000213627 MILLERS CONTRACTING SERVICES $5,000.00 
7000015123 MILLSAPS PLUMBING & PUMP $244.70 
7000147359 MILLS ELECTRIC SERVICE INC $1,440.00 
7000014080 MINCEYS PEST CONTROL $560.00 
7000024974 MINING ROAD LANDFILL $850.61 
7000154327 MINT CONDITION $3,120.00 
7000155327 MISSION COMMUNICATIONS LLC $347.40 
7000007031 MITCHELL 1 $30,650.40 
7000051645 MIXON LOGGING CO INC $1,631.66 
7000177895 MIXSON OIL CO INC $675.41 
7000121381 MIXSONS AUTO BODY SERVICE $9,457.89 
7000027592 M & J MACHINE INC $2,132.00 
7000041883 M&M ENTERPRISES LLC $0.00 
7000025520 M & M TIRE CO INC $21,556.09 
7000106261 MOATS CONSTRUCTION LLC $1,724.80 
7000025471 MODERN EXTERMINATING COMPANY INC $2,392.00 
7000111383 MOHAWK SOUTHEAST INC $42,393.95 
7000150739 MONCKS CORNER HEATING & AIR $3,579.43 
7000030158 MONCKS CORNER WATER WORKS $4,290.81 
7000003658 MONROES POWER EQUIPMENT $250.34 
7000033535 MOODYS MECHANICAL HEATING & A/C INC $2,190.78 
7000026405 MOORE & BALLIEW OIL CO INC $19,752.33 
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7000208085 MOORE PEST CONTROL COMPANY INC $720.00 
7000033977 MOORE REFRIGERATION INC $729.16 
7000181279 MOORE REFRIGERATION INC $161.78 
7000136420 MORGAN CONCRETE COMPANY $1,599.81 
7000185848 MORRIS COMMUNICATIONS INC $177.80 
7000013279 MORROW OIL COMPANY $216.02 
7000046021 MORTON & GETTYS LLC $6,965.00 
7000209770 MORTON SALTL INC $275,750.20 
7000162848 MOSELEY ASPHALT SERVICES QUALITY $7,746.59 
7000007297 MOTOROLA COMMUNICATIONS & ELEC $5,376.34 
7000182579 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC $379,137.31 
7000172130 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC-PALMETTO 800 $2,394.41 
7000200024 MOUNT PLEASANT WATERWORKS $118.48 
7000028806 MR LUBE INC $269.67 
7000128254 MR LUBE INC $178.83 
7000044506 MST CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC $10,600.49 
7000202709 MT CANAAN BAPTIST CHURCH $2,428.00 
7000036539 MTS SAFETY PRODUCTS INC $0.00 
7000200873 MTS SAFETY PRODUCTS INC $82,488.65 
7000124817 MULKEY ENGINEERS AND CONSULTANTS $1,550,424.80 
7000030090 MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH $350.00 
7000026499 MURRAY SAND COMPANY INC $43,199.16 
7000089653 MYERS ELECTRIC CO LLC $5,089.01 
7000167952 MYERS TIRE SUPPLY $10,606.68 
7000186007 MYERS TIRE SUPPLY $7,407.72 
7000113281 MYERS TIRE SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION INC $4,274.64 
7000207471 MYRTLE BEACH FENCE $755.00 
7000020192 MYRTLE BEACH MARRIOT $8,307.74 
7000041082 MYTHICS INC $156,962.99 
7000084933 NANCE MCCANTS AND MASSEY $500.00 
7000199996 NANCE MCCANTS & MASSEY $35,000.00 
7000012514 NAPA AUTO PARTS $113.39 
7000012579 NAPA AUTO PARTS $8,945.90 
7000014371 NAPA AUTO PARTS $1,126.02 
7000091745 NAPA AUTO PARTS $31.36 
7000117424 NAPA AUTO PARTS $2,634.90 
7000118437 NAPA AUTO PARTS $20,658.58 
7000121171 NAPA AUTO PARTS $6,280.25 
7000145714 NAPA AUTO PARTS $2,442.62 
7000159385 NAPA AUTO PARTS $778.92 
7000166231 NAPA AUTO PARTS $1,109.94 
7000178677 NAPA AUTO PARTS $1,355.57 
7000171034 NAPA AUTO PARTS CLINTON $1,096.70 
7000015828 NAPA AUTO PARTS-EDGEFIELD $3,197.16 
7000183266 NAPA AUTO PARTS  FLORENCE $12,903.19 
7000184175 NAPA AUTO PARTS OF DILLON $3,123.81 
7000015831 NAPA AUTO PARTS-UNION $622.06 
7000193396 NAPA AUTO SUPPLY & EQUIPMENT $53,183.38 
7000181184 NATES DETAIL $600.00 
7000206783 NATHAN JARED GILSTRAP $504.00 
7000024214 NATIONAL BUSINESS INSTITUTE $329.00 
7000083293 NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND $1,700.00 
7000010257 NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION $653.04 
7000009061 NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM $4,400.00 
7000075387 NATIONAL HIGHWAY INSTITUTE/FHWA $173,130.00 
7000104982 NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL $3,895.00 
7000008376 NATIONAL SEMINARS GROUP $299.00 
7000185120 NATIONAL SPECIALITIES INC $980.00 
7000032454 NATIONAL TANK MONITOR INC $7,556.15 
7000127926 NATIONAL UTILITY EQUIPMENT CO $3,176.97 
7000121041 NATIONAL WOOD SOURCING $2,542.32 
7000202335 NATIONWIDE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY LLC $1,427.90 
7000101370 NATURALAND TRUST $44,149.12 
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7000017097 NATURAL DIRECTIONS LLC $1,900.00 
7000032164 NATURCHEM INC $921,895.08 
7000123546 NATURCHEM INC $1,800.00 
7000131944 NATURCHEM INC $26,600.44 
7000185614 NAZTEC INC $438,035.00 
7000212896 NC CHAPTER APPRAISAL INSTITUTE $635.85 
7000104814 NC UTILITIES COORDINATING $70.00 
7000168458 NEEL SCHAFFER INC $68,982.50 
7000180090 NEEL SCHAFFER INC $153,321.97 
7000185867 NEEL SCHAFFER INC $2,847,671.75 
7000175793 NEFF RENTAL LLC $8,247.96 
7000179418 NEFF RENTAL LLC $77,420.09 
7000211382 NEIL F RILEY $300.00 
7000211615 NELSON ROOFING LLC $8,600.00 
7000117436 NEOPOST USA INC $643.82 
7000000933 NE ROUNDABOUTS $900.00 
7000099378 NESS & JETT $1,276.89 
7000114298 NEW BEGINNINGS FAMILY SERVICES INC $2,754.00 
7000017855 NEWBERRY COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $25.00 
7000022956 NEWBERRY COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING $556,819.65 
7000026679 NEWBERRY COUNTY WATER & SEWER AUTH $66,498.72 
7000025141 NEWBERRY ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $26,100.96 
7000095975 NEWBY SARTIP MASEL & CASPER LLC $12,500.00 
7000010751 NEW MILLENIUM NEWS MAGAZINE $700.00 
7000030512 NEW SOUTH ASSOCIATES INC $23,124.67 
7000025498 NEXSEN PRUET LLC $4,368.54 
7000185484 NGE SERVICES INC $331,753.50 
7000208564 NHM CONSTRUCTORS LLC $541,084.83 
7000192467 NIXON POWER SERVICES COMPANY $978.65 
7000192468 NIXON POWER SERVICES COMPANY $358.46 
7000041770 NODINE SMALL ENGINE REPAIR INC $2,338.90 
7000169508 NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION $3,999,490.01 
7000213588 NORMA COOPER $7,437.31 
7000203540 NORTH AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TRANS $350.00 
7000018124 NORTH AUGUSTA COMMUNITY CTR $766.67 
7000208163 NORTH AUGUSTA ROOFING $5,880.00 
7000030091 NORTH CHARLESTON SEWER DIST $6,426.00 
7000022747 NORTHERN SAFETY CO INC $1,752.75 
7000207587 NORTHERN SAFETY CO INC $1,474.58 
7000206188 NORTHERN TOOL & EQUIPMENT CO $1,589.99 
7000182196 NORTHROP GRUMMAN SYSTEMS CORP $45,208.96 
7000166552 NORTHROP GRUMMAN SYSTEMS CORPORATIO $120,054.38 
7000059127 NORTH WIND INC $14,236.75 
7000139397 NORTH WIND INC $36,270.00 
7000195635 NORTH WIND INC $87,009.25 
7000004824 NO SHADE TREE SERVICE $1,000.00 
7000120950 NUNNERY ROOFING & REMODELING CO $21,490.00 
7000183916 NWN  CORPORATION $11,099.88 
7000025613 N W WHITE & CO $73,700.11 
7000012233 N W WHITE & COMPANY $4,068.75 
7000209794 OAKLEY FERTILIZER, INC. $110,809.32 
7000020840 OAKRIDGE LANDFILL $279.56 
7000065982 OCAIN CONSTRUCTION CO INC $3,075.00 
7000030939 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH OF SOUTHWEST PA $556.65 
7000030068 OCONEE COUNTY $70.00 
7000186790 OCONEE PUBLISHING CO INC $56.95 
7000031360 OFFICEMAX INCORPORATED $313.12 
7000043323 OGLESBY CONSTRUCTION INC $1,594,989.03 
7000106043 OILMENS EQUIPMENT TRUCK TANKS INC $791.92 
7000079649 OILTRAP ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS INC $1,530.95 
7000096043 OLD SOUTH EXTERMINATORS OF $340.00 
7000028774 OLD STONE FORD TRACTOR COMPANY $1,688.08 
7000041030 OLD STONE TRACTOR CO INC $30,196.74 
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7000099476 OLH INC $307,568.10 
7000148751 OLSTEN STAFFING SERVICES $529.25 
7000180549 OLYMPUS PAINTING CONTRACTORS INC $5,240.00 
7000117245 OMAN SYSTEMS INC $1,680.00 
7000007223 OMNI-SITE.NET $900.00 
7000037401 ONIX NETWORKING CORPORATION $9,180.00 
7000193231 ONSITE CALIBRATION AND TEC SERVICE $2,429.00 
7000182233 ONSITE POWER SERVICES LLC $38,910.00 
7000141511 ONTARIO INVESTMENTS $174,517.97 
7000037372 ONTARIO INVESTMENTS INC $19,809.81 
7000143537 ONTARIO INVESTMENTS INC $366,332.95 
7000159343 ORACLE AMERICA INC $40,151.89 
7000199230 ORACLE ELEVATOR COMPANY $258,535.80 
7000028496 ORANGEBURG CO DDSN BOARD $36,786.00 
7000030093 ORANGEBURG COUNTY $8,716.53 
7000150182 ORANGEBURG COUNTY $380,257.44 
7000018265 ORANGEBURG DEPT PUBLIC UTILITIES $310,367.55 
7000025609 ORANGEBURG REDI MIX CONCRETE $3,360.44 
7000139648 OREILLY AUTO PARTS $353.48 
7000179718 OREILLY AUTO PARTS $11,651.67 
7000178502 OREILLY AUTO PARTS #1474 $1,199.43 
7000002219 ORKIN PEST CONTROL $1,955.00 
7000095214 OSBORNE CONSTRUCTION CO INC $1,500.00 
7000025148 OSTEEN PUBLISHING COMPANY $133.96 
7000033106 OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY $4,614.00 
7000124087 OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY $4,614.00 
7000188896 OTUELS TOWING SERVICE $1,725.00 
7000049744 OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS INC $529.47 
7000193927 OUTDOOR SPECIALIST INC $10,200.00 
7000067381 OUTPOST INC $294.38 
7000183644 OVERHEAD DOOR COMPANY OF COLUMBIA $3,357.00 
7000025875 OVERHEAD DOOR COMPANY OF GREENVILLE $2,501.06 
7000174897 PALFLEET TRUCK EQUIPMENT CO $23,845.20 
7000079283 PALMETTO CHAPTER ACFE $90.00 
7000044207 PALMETTO CHEVROLET CO INC $106.96 
7000129985 PALMETTO CONSTRUCTION & RENOVATIONS $4,898.80 
7000042402 PALMETTO CORP OF CONWAY $152,479.12 
7000121190 PALMETTO ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC $596,445.05 
7000110890 PALMETTO EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVIC E $745.00 
7000027313 PALMETTO EQUIPMENT SALES & SVS OF $1,101.70 
7000043045 PALMETTO EXTERMINATORS INC $1,720.00 
7000170722 PALMETTO EYE SPECIALISTS PA $125.00 
7000177223 PALMETTO GLASS & MIRROR $5,500.00 
7000027439 PALMETTO GUNITE CONSTRUCTION CO $327,075.00 
7000005639 PALMETTO HEATING & COOLING LLC $1,400.00 
7000128962 PALMETTO LLC $1,800.00 
7000141775 PALMETTO LUBRICANTS LLC $22,635.02 
7000028267 PALMETTO METAL PRODUCTS INC $3,662.99 
7000026600 PALMETTO MICROFILM SYSTEMS INC $3,140.00 
7000013505 PALMETTO OPTICAL LAB $14,814.12 
7000013440 PALMETTO OVERHEAD DOOR $275.00 
7000028379 PALMETTO PAVING CORP $27,669,199.18 
7000028276 PALMETTO PROMOTIONS $790.90 
7000025358 PALMETTO RURAL TELEPHONE COOP INC $6,653.54 
7000026742 PALMETTO SAND COMPANY INC $578.13 
7000000267 PALMETTO SPECIALTY PRODUCTS $1,252.58 
7000039677 PALMETTO SYSTEMS INC OF GREENWOOD $490.00 
7000027423 PALMETTO TILE DISTRIBUTORS INC $2,358.50 
7000042567 PALMETTO TIRE & SERVICE INC $5,216.78 
7000108876 PALMETTO TRAFFIC DATA LLC $5,454.40 
7000141516 PALMETTO UTILITY PROTECTION SER $6,938.57 
7000026843 PALMETTO UTILITY PROTECTION SERVICE $8,750.83 
7000213978 PAMELA D MCCLURE $1,200.00 
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7000176925 PANAGAKOS ASPHALT INC $28,065.36 
7000178267 PANALYTICAL INC $1,814.97 
7000014688 PAN INC $121,911.00 
7000036246 PAPER HANDLING SOLUTIONS INC $328.87 
7000027831 PARKER ASSOCIATES $5,300.00 
7000177730 PARKER ASSOCIATES INC $24,625.00 
7000026587 PARKS AUTO PARTS $1,461.44 
7000210723 PARNELLS DRIVER TRAINING $4,000.00 
7000209109 PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF INC $13,774.65 
7000183167 PARTS AUTOMOTIVE LLC $7,971.52 
7000022515 PB AMERICAS $8,056.69 
7000007855 PC/NAMETAG $538.10 
7000169419 PDP ASSOCIATES INC $326,466.00 
7000076552 PEE DEE DRYWALL INC $2,196.72 
7000025150 PEE DEE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $24,638.15 
7000042475 PEE DEE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC $9,105.00 
7000045195 PEE DEE FIRE & SAFETY INC $1,561.13 
7000025859 PEE DEE REGIONAL COUNCIL $50,651.78 
7000026607 PEE DEE REGIONAL TRANS AUTHORITY $644,951.80 
7000104194 PEE DEE TANK CO OF SC LLC $1,355.00 
7000029426 PEE DEE WHOLESALE INC $0.00 
7000057733 PEEK PAVEMENT MARKING LLC $3,548,274.93 
7000084609 PEEK TRAFFIC CORPORATION $5,019.95 
7000213260 PEEK TRAFFIC CORPORATION $3,376.08 
7000025357 PENDARVIS CHEVROLET CO INC $1,122.48 
7000071427 PERFORMANCE POWERSPORTS LLC $2,263.95 
7000169003 PERKINS MANAGEMENT SERVICES COMPANY $50.00 
7000032501 PETERS MURDAUGH PARKER ELTZROTH & $61,110.77 
7000085629 PHILLIPS & JORDAN INC $9,512,995.20 
7000205768 PHOENIX WIRELESS DATA SYSTEMS INC $419.64 
7000074262 PICKENS CONSTRUCTION $6,896.22 
7000030070 PICKENS COUNTY $13,801.67 
7000028129 PICKENS COUNTY DSN BD $44,996.00 
7000178923 PICKENS COUNTY FINANCE DEPARTMENT $9,561.86 
7000184731 PICKENS COUNTY ROD $100.00 
7000025188 PIEDMONT AUTO PARTS CO INC $1,657.77 
7000026355 PIEDMONT CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC $1,197.80 
7000145452 PIEDMONT CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC $9,636.93 
7000029181 PIEDMONT GROUP INC $8,176.90 
7000024752 PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS CO INC $17,749.24 
7000105865 PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS CO INC $48,115.17 
7000035495 PIEDMONT PEST CONTROL INC $492.00 
7000025338 PIEDMONT RURAL TELEPHONE COOP INC $92.18 
7000104177 PILE DRIVING CONTRACTORS $300.00 
7000204195 PILE DRIVING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATIO $0.00 
7000182999 PILING PRODUCTS $11,902.92 
7000196779 PINE RIDGE SPECIALTY SERVICES LLC $1,365,468.45 
7000009953 PINNACLE CRANE $8,910.23 
7000189674 PINNACLE LANDSCAPE & DESIGN $1,185.00 
7000030275 PIONEER RURAL WATER DISTRICT OF $27,069.53 
7000117164 PIPEWORKS OF AIKEN INC $2,523.21 
7000087312 PITNEY BOWES $2,425.88 
7000158346 PITNEY BOWES BANK INC RESERVE ACC $40,000.00 
7000051426 PITNEY BOWES CORPORATION $0.00 
7000025622 PITTS STEEL INC $2,290.05 
7000195626 PITTS TRUCK SERVICE $3,390.65 
7000104583 PJ NOBLE & ASSOCIATES INC $2,100.00 
7000037331 PLANTERS ELECTRIC MEMBERSHIP $344.17 
7000031245 P&L EROSION CONTROL ETC INC $975.08 
7000176961 PLG CONSTRUCTION $1,425.00 
7000129607 PLUMB TIME PLUMBING AND DRAIN SVS $1,027.00 
7000152153 PLUNKETT HEATING & AIR CO INC $5,194.00 
7000077488 PMG SOFTWARE PROFESSIONALS LLC $1,178,407.50 
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7000116182 PO BOYS TREE SERVICE $1,675.00 
7000172704 PODS ENTERPRISES INC $1,133.90 
7000208469 PODS ENTERPRISES INC $647.90 
7000065009 POLLOCK FINANCIAL SERVICES $281.19 
7000070681 POLLOCK FINANCIAL SERVICES $43,760.02 
7000045263 POMONA SUPPLY CO $7,225.52 
7000111334 POMONA SUPPLY INC DBA POMONA PIPE $44,692.64 
7000012095 POPS TOP SHOP & AUTO UPHOLSTERY $118.00 
7000105562 PORTABLE SERVICES INC $445.50 
7000181300 PORTER SCIENTIFIC INC $230,313.94 
7000051969 POTTERS INDUSTRIES LLC $17,845.92 
7000149748 POTTERS INDUSTRIES LLC $189,112.32 
7000000290 POWELL ELECTRIC $1,630.00 
7000019345 POWELLS TRASH SERVICE $3,060.00 
7000193619 PRATT-THOMAS WALKER PA $812,766.78 
7000075733 PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC $1,728.39 
7000099316 PRECISION FIRE SOLUTIONS LLC $3,986.00 
7000096604 PRECISION SIDEWALK SAFETY CORP $135,000.00 
7000024985 PRECISION TANK SERVICE INC $2,380.00 
7000210753 PREFERRED MATERIALS INC $34.56 
7000210754 PREFERRED MATERIALS INC $3,020,040.28 
7000156355 PREMIER CONSTRUCTORS INC $363,378.36 
7000184730 PREMIER CONSTRUCTORS INC $1,212,074.44 
7000178010 PREMIER LAB SUPPLY INC $15,104.34 
7000061024 PRICES FULL SERVICE $75.00 
7000014245 PRICE & SON RADIATOR SHOP $588.00 
7000102249 PRIDE MECHANICAL & FABRICATION CO $2,407.50 
7000068964 PRIMUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION $2,206.65 
7000210549 PRIMUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION $2,837.99 
7000026467 PRINCE OIL CO INC $3,426.90 
7000172275 PROFESSIONAL BODY WORKS $1,490.01 
7000043886 PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL CO LLC $860.00 
7000051287 PROFESSIONAL PRINTERS $3,732.48 
7000076803 PROFESSIONAL PRINTERS INC $1,293.84 
7000199898 PROFESSIONAL SERVICE INDUSTRIES INC $142,745.83 
7000147827 PROFESSIONAL TIRE & RADIATOR SVCS $1,650.29 
7000028384 PROFESSIONAL TREE SERVICE INC $850.00 
7000163831 PROFESSIONAL TREE SERVICE INC $4,150.00 
7000142637 PROGRESS ENERGY CAROLINAS $373,866.55 
7000187102 PROGRESS ENERGY CAROLINAS INC $56,726.65 
7000099933 PRO LEGAL COPIES INC $67.81 
7000029872 PROPAC INC $1,590.77 
7000022906 PROTECTION SERVICES INC $8,850.00 
7000187108 PROTECTION SERVICES INC $53,315.55 
7000027328 P&S CONSTRUCTION CO INC $647.50 
7000039695 PTS INC $2,280.00 
7000060358 PTV AMERICA INC $3,442.50 
7000213355 PUBLICOM INC $7,986.60 
7000024868 PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY INC $16,059.12 
7000206818 PUGHS ELECTRICAL SERVICE $203.76 
7000068867 PUMPS PARTS & SERVICE INC $4,550.00 
7000211478 PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES $645.60 
7000159940 PUREFLOW INC $3,492.00 
7000159027 PYE BARKER FIRE & SAFETY INC $3,580.18 
7000115178 PYRAMID CONTRACTING LLC $1,838,217.00 
7000163597 QUALITY COUNTS LLC $237,766.00 
7000163034 QUALITY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS LLC $4,155.38 
7000028137 QUALITY HAULERS INC $68,888.52 
7000021224 QUALITY INN & SUITES $546.48 
7000002405 QUALITY INN & SUITES FLORENCE $156.78 
7000166299 QUALITY PEST CONTROL $380.00 
7000146458 QUALITY TRAFFIC DATA LLC $210,000.00 
7000006666 QUALITY WELDING SERVICE $8,445.00 
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7000012086 QUICK LIFT SERVICES $3,054.56 
7000179965 QWICK KURB INC $3,768.95 
7000212166 RABON TRAPPING & WILDLIFE CONTROL $1,035.00 
7000041150 RACEWAY FORD $3,513.84 
7000010163 RAI PRODUCTS $41,224.29 
7000010164 RAI PRODUCTS $27,644.32 
7000166720 RANDOLPH TRUCKING LLC $240,960.20 
7000095379 RANDY BURBAGE EQUIPMENT CO INC $396.45 
7000184158 RAULSTON LEE TRAVIS $3,403.35 
7000181740 RAVENELL TOTAL WORKS LLC $10,800.00 
7000031862 RAW INC $107.52 
7000065012 RCI OF SOUTH CAROLINA INC $9,967.25 
7000026315 R C JACOBS INC $11,273.62 
7000204256 R & C TRUCKING LLC $12,426.71 
7000031359 R&D MACHINE OF MARLBORO COUNTY INC. $90.00 
7000176948 REA CONTRACTING A DIVISON OF THE $3,453,865.89 
7000010356 READY MIXED CONCRETE $419.44 
7000142801 READY MIXED CONCRETE $7,283.53 
7000045188 REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS AND CONSULTA $51,138.86 
7000190040 RED ELECTRICAL DESIGNS LLC $213,090.90 
7000176901 REEVES CONSTRUCTION CO $105,934.41 
7000082621 REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY $1,361,633.58 
7000028786 REFRIGERATION SERVICE COMPANY $745.66 
7000013993 REGISTERS MACHINE SHOP $2,340.00 
7000035249 R E GOODSON CONSTRUCTION CO INC $3,772,534.38 
7000192653 REID CONSULTING LLC $2,370.22 
7000198757 RELIABLE ROOFING & REPAIRS LLC $26,468.00 
7000106038 RELM WIRELESS CORPORATION $2,374.99 
7000106040 RELM WIRELESS CORPORATION $2,446.20 
7000127080 REMOTE-LEARNER US INC $4,593.50 
7000192064 RENAISSANCE DESIGNS SC LLC $18,400.00 
7000125028 RENEW RESOURCES LLC $502.00 
7000011388 RENTAL UNIFORM SERVICE $8,619.21 
7000072252 RENTAL UNIFORM SERVICE $2,175.42 
7000025761 RENTAL UNIFORM SERVICE INC $631.68 
7000020218 RENTAL UNIFORM SERVICES $1,664.88 
7000133596 RENTAL UNIFORM SERVICES INC $864.12 
7000025418 REPUBLIC CONTRACTING CORP $70,463.01 
7000039743 REPUBLIC SERVICES #743 $17,373.48 
7000133040 REPUBLIC SERVICES #743 $164.00 
7000128801 REPUBLIC SERVICES #744 $4,936.28 
7000033118 REPUBLIC SERVICES OF SC $7,447.58 
7000112889 REPUBLIC SERVICES OF SC $82.00 
7000134235 REPUBLIC SERVICES OF SC LLC $170.00 
7000020637 REPUBLIC WASTE SERVICES OF HILTON $470.88 
7000077618 R & E SERVICES LLC $800.00 
7000024506 RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT $182.60 
7000041025 RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES INC $7,695.91 
7000201992 RESTAURANT SERVICES $886.54 
7000024914 REYNOLDS FENCE & GUARDRAIL INC $1,711,479.76 
7000166000 REYNOLDS JANITORIAL $9,384.00 
7000161372 RFI INC $914.92 
7000098642 R F SERVICES INC $0.00 
7000162778 RF SERVICES INC $6,686.75 
7000125257 R & G PLUMBING & SEWER $1,225.63 
7000136847 R & G SERVICES INC $208.13 
7000094731 RHINO DEMOLITION & ENVIRONMENTAL $500.00 
7000026304 RHODES OIL CO INC $16,287.26 
7000005622 RHYNE LAWN CARE & LANDSCAPING $2,400.00 
7000042982 RICE MACDONALD & HICKS PA $10,000.00 
7000211735 RICHARD L HINSON $1,380.80 
7000125513 RICHARD NATHAN GAMBRELL $780.00 
7000029260 RICHARDSON PLOWDEN & ROBINSON PA $290,999.19 
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7000208632 RICHARDSON SERVICE 1991 INC $48,369.25 
7000108682 RICHARDS PAINT & BODY SHOP $5,907.61 
7000016673 RICHBOURGS RENTALS $8,511.51 
7000148756 RICHLAND COUNTY $595.62 
7000017892 RICHLAND COUNTY FINANCIAL OFFICER $10,880.28 
7000194940 RICHLAND COUNTY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS $153.15 
7000145040 RICHLAND COUNTY SOLID WASTE $19,123.86 
7000087829 RICHLAND COUNTY TREASURER $747.00 
7000191523 RICKY'S TREE SERVICE $69,860.00 
7000196481 RICOH $3,887.32 
7000089206 RICOH USA $138.27 
7000148595 RICOH USA INC $191,740.19 
7000196133 RICOH USA INC $703.12 
7000004487 RIDGEWAY FENCE CO $2,675.00 
7000021461 RINKER MATERIALS CONCRETE PIPE $22,482.84 
7000044114 RINKER MATERIALS CONCRETE PIPE $0.00 
7000202191 RJL TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION $28,929.60 
7000202389 RL2 ENGINEERING LLC $600.00 
7000040932 R L MORRISON & SONS INC $597,360.00 
7000165281 RMD HOLDINGS LTD $378,662.00 
7000158059 RMF ENGINEERING INC $11,050.00 
7000158060 RMF ENGINEERING INC $5,625.00 
7000168260 RNM LLC $10,319.08 
7000032463 ROADMARK CORPORATION $4,649,870.58 
7000206573 ROADSCAPE NORTH FLORIDA INC $155,102.14 
7000160521 ROADSNAP LLC $177,724.39 
7000134078 ROADWAY MANAGEMENT INC $1,887,997.42 
7000094179 ROBBINS BRICK & BLOCK INC $407.46 
7000027370 ROBBINS TIRE SERVICE INC $3,001.74 
7000150122 ROBERT E LEE $8,960.00 
7000199038 ROBERT HALL PLUMBING LLC $3,722.46 
7000208762 ROBERT MARINO $10,500.00 
7000049364 ROBERTS ELECTRIC COMPANY INC $561.00 
7000004221 ROBERTS PLUMBING SERVICE $219.82 
7000007649 ROBIN ENTERPRISES $146.88 
7000067512 ROBROY ENERGY SYSTEMS INC $6,340.83 
7000020690 ROCK HILL HERALD $1,980.36 
7000013325 RODDERS & JETS SUPPLY CO $93,941.76 
7000151870 RODERICKS FLOOR SERVICES $2,425.00 
7000196660 RODGERS MOWING SERVICE LLC $602,050.08 
7000174522 ROGER D DYAR PE PA $33,955.05 
7000014504 ROGERS TOP SHOP $1,190.00 
7000014417 ROLFE ELECTRICAL $985.00 
7000172753 RONCO SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS INC $30,047.00 
7000091348 ROOFCO INCORPORATED OF SUMTER SC $425.00 
7000167849 ROOFING UNLIMITED AND MORE INC $1,370.00 
7000027415 ROPER PERSONNEL SERVICES INC $6,846.52 
7000166668 ROSE TALBERT PAINT CO $46.40 
7000012161 ROSE TALBERT PAINT COMPANY $1,210.66 
7000027051 ROSEWOOD RADIATOR SERVICE INC $265.00 
7000052698 ROTEX INC $10,301.78 
7000019717 ROTO ROOTER $3,157.73 
7000214631 ROTO-ROOTER $275.00 
7000049450 ROUTEMATCH SOFTWARE INC $0.00 
7000190757 ROUTEMATCH SOFTWARE INC $211,249.48 
7000205469 ROY D CARPENTER $1,548.30 
7000024419 ROY JORGENSEN ASSOCIATES INC $25,954.00 
7000029028 R&R ASSOCIATES ENVIRONMENTAL CO $2,495.00 
7000014519 R&R ELECTRIC $545.00 
7000171383 R&R JOINT VENTURES $134,000.00 
7000159166 RSI CAROLINA $564.18 
7000086533 RUCKER FLOOR SERVICE LLC $2,400.00 
7000154377 RUDYS TREE SERVICE LLC $5,000.00 
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7000116699 RW CONKLIN STEEL $81,162.00 
7000100332 RYAN BREWER ENTERPRISES LLC $2,453.00 
7000082382 S-2 ENGINEERING & CONSULTING, LLC $38,762.00 
7000183523 SAFEBUILT CAROLINAS INC $472.50 
7000026105 SAFE EXTERMINATING CO INC $1,165.00 
7000033116 SAFETY KLEEN CORP $38.16 
7000139999 SAFETY KLEEN CORP $1,770.97 
7000138034 SAFETY KLEEN SYSTEMS INC $4,339.37 
7000028381 SAM ROS ENTERPRISES INC $2,452.44 
7000203062 SAMSON & ASSOCIATES $2,376.00 
7000039004 SAMUEL B GLOVER $2,946.19 
7000204709 SAMUEL GRICE $55,245.53 
7000026633 SANDERS BROTHERS CONST CO INC $11,500,067.94 
7000025393 SANDHILL TELEPHONE COOP INC $6,411.78 
7000164284 SANDLAPPER CONCRETE LLC $588.30 
7000032421 SANDRA J SENN PA $45,911.51 
7000113053 SAND SCIENCE INCORPORATED. $9,558.50 
7000027227 S AND S CONSTRUCTION INC $3,261,095.95 
7000026219 SANDY SPRINGS WATER DISTRICT $11,012.81 
7000153792 SANS INSTITUTE $5,425.00 
7000018013 SANTEE COOPER $193,929.36 
7000148332 SANTEE COOPER $576,904.59 
7000025157 SANTEE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $144,813.41 
7000212232 SANTEE HOMES SERVICE $2,360.00 
7000036799 SANTEE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS INC $6,478.00 
7000028524 SANTEE LYNCHES REGIONAL COUNCIL OF $167,405.89 
7000034052 SANTEE MODULAR HOMES INC $20,807.00 
7000212830 SANTEE SHORELINE $6,800.00 
7000026871 SANTEE WATEREE REG TRANSPORTATION $1,937,108.36 
7000033306 SASE COMPANY INC $2,172.24 
7000025456 SATTERFIELD CONSTRUCTION CO INC $21,009,722.37 
7000019429 SATTERFIELDS MACHINE SHOP LLC $8,107.89 
7000048154 SAUNDERS & ASSOCIATES INC $5,700.00 
7000013792 SAWYERS ELECTRICAL & HEATING & AC $452.00 
7000202985 SBS MANAGEMENT COMPANY $3,900.00 
7000158483 SCAARLA $280.00 
7000078044 SCACPA $400.00 
7000012569 SCAGPO $1,450.00 
7000159718 SCALE SOUTH INC $280.00 
7000141552 SCANA COMMUNICATIONS $11,332.27 
7000014527 SCAPPA $25.00 
7000025906 SC APPALACHIAN COUNCIL OF $92,729.83 
7000102313 SC ARC USERS GROUP $1,065.00 
7000148898 SC ASPHALT PAVEMENT ASSOCIATION $14,620.00 
7000011848 SC ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES $340.00 
7000028412 SC CENTRAL RAILROAD CO $611,224.29 
7000025565 SC CHAPTER NAT SAFETY COUNCIL $4,400.00 
7000057077 SC COUNCIL ON COMPETITIVENESS $100.00 
7000092793 SCE&G $45,196.65 
7000148805 SCENIC TOOL & STAMPING INC $33,416.10 
7000098061 SCHOOLHOUSE BAR-B-QUE RESTAURANT IN $805.00 
7000185960 SCHULTZ FARMS LLC $174,435.45 
7000185998 SCHULTZ FARMS LLC $502,068.37 
7000028964 SC HUMAN SERVICE PROVIDERS $190.00 
7000190414 SCIPMA $105.00 
7000068105 SC LINE X $565.00 
7000098216 SC MIDLANDS CHAPTER 54 OF ISACA $535.00 
7000032186 SCOTT AND COMPANY LLP $60,875.00 
7000202964 SCOTT BRIDGE COMPANY INC $3,060,210.84 
7000206821 SCOTT RUBY $378.00 
7000182952 SCOTTS HEATING & COOLING INC $4,900.00 
7000083377 SC PRESS ASSOCIATION $400.00 
7000025012 SCRUGGS EQUIP CO INC $7,354.15 
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7000014003 SCSAOHN INC $590.00 
7000130620 SCSCPM $105.00 
7000027977 SC STATE INTERNAL AUDITORS ASSOC $1,355.00 
7000191385 SC STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION $210.00 
7000015167 S & D AUTO PARTS $7,996.76 
7000186747 SEACO ASPHALT EMULSIONS $45,646.03 
7000186748 SEACO ASPHALT EMULSIONS $3,014,652.96 
7000004722 SEALES PEST CONTROL $150.00 
7000187173 SEARS COMMERCIAL PRO $1,833.99 
7000058622 SECURITY CONCEPTS INC $811.10 
7000200202 SELECT WELDING AND FABRICATION $2,480.00 
7000030098 SENECA LIGHT & WATER $5,634.10 
7000026179 SENIOR CENTERS OF SPARTANBURG $59,062.00 
7000011863 SENIOR CITIZENS ASSN IN FLORENCE $57,825.94 
7000026136 SENIOR OPTIONS INC $40,530.00 
7000025810 SENIOR RESOURCES INC $671.37 
7000026374 SENIOR SERVICES INC OF CHESTER $405,407.95 
7000011997 SENIOR SERVICES OF BEAUFORT $33,000.00 
7000026584 SENIOR SOLUTIONS $176,057.00 
7000108426 SENN MCDONALD & LEINBACH LLC $100,321.07 
7000145466 SEPI ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION INC $37,155.51 
7000180587 SE SALES REP INC $440.00 
7000092280 SEWAH STUDIOS INC $2,030.00 
7000015184 SGFMA $400.00 
7000012039 SHARPES SEPTIC TANK & WELL DRILLING $200.00 
7000026529 SHEALY & SONS ELECTRIC CO INC $1,557.00 
7000028278 SHEALYS TRUCK CENTER INC $184.35 
7000106880 SHEEHAN ENTERPRISES LLC $138,231.44 
7000203069 SHEPPARDS FRAME & ALIGNMENT $11,541.22 
7000035099 SHEPPARDS GLASS CO INC $4,292.84 
7000032959 SHEPPARDS TRUCK REBUILDERS INC $1,733.08 
7000079595 SHERBERT & ROBBS TRIM SHOP $425.00 
7000043835 SHERWIN INDUSTRIES INC $16,043.05 
7000044251 SHERWIN INDUSTRIES INC $0.00 
7000031859 SHI INTERNATIONAL CORP $35,400.00 
7000183672 SHI INTERNATIONAL CORP $27,974.30 
7000092088 SHINN SYSTEMS INC $4,475.00 
7000202185 SHIRLEY FELDER $1,575.00 
7000109111 SHORT COUNTS $2,650.00 
7000207741 SHORT COUNTS LLC $54,648.03 
7000091522 SHRED 360 LLC $167.22 
7000067479 SHRED WITH US $258.90 
7000012572 SHRIMP BOAT OF LANCASTER $300.00 
7000011364 SHUGART MANUFACTURING $28,181.37 
7000119767 SHUR SHRED $59.00 
7000205615 SIDRA SOLUTIONS $2,205.00 
7000183108 SIEMENS INDUSTRY BUILDING $131,500.00 
7000072005 SIERRAS CONSTRUCTION LLC $124,528.86 
7000070990 SIGNATURE HEATING AND AIR LLC $1,162.50 
7000033848 SIGN CAD SYSTEMS INC $6,601.25 
7000014222 SIGN IT QUICK $1,172.88 
7000070994 SILT FENCE INSTALLATION INC $9,391.10 
7000090912 SIMPLEXGRINNELL $44,704.63 
7000071161 SIMPLEXGRINNELL LP $2,494.50 
7000036496 SIMPSON LIBERTY HARDWARE $48.54 
7000162245 SINGLE SOURCE INC $531.99 
7000105025 SITEC LLC $28,018.84 
7000197141 SITEIMPROVE INC $6,950.00 
7000096886 SITEWORK SUPPLIERS LLC $13,091.64 
7000186512 SIXTEEN 70 GROUP INC $5,185.75 
7000018289 SJWD WATER DISTRICT $4,193.54 
7000159816 SKILLPATH SEMINARS $243.69 
7000210033 SKINNER TIRE LLC $1,788.30 
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7000169388 SKY HIGH ERECTORS $70,490.00 
7000033839 SKYLINE STEEL CORP $7,423.13 
7000086373 SLEEP INN AIRPORT $144.30 
7000001942 SLEEP INN-CLEMSON $692.64 
7000118980 SLEEP INN-GAFFNEY $2,427.60 
7000016408 SLEEP INN NORTHWEST $146.42 
7000016951 SLEEP INN TD CONVENTION CENTER $816.42 
7000105637 SLOAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC $19,122,427.53 
7000057934 SLURRY PAVERS INC $835,353.36 
7000159334 S&ME INC $731,463.65 
7000148232 SMITH AND JONES JANITORIAL SUPPLIES $1,820.88 
7000004672 SMITH AUTOMOTIVE $45.00 
7000029544 SMITH BUNDY BYBEE & BARNETT $4,815,000.00 
7000101294 SMITH CURRIE & HANCOCK $900.00 
7000106465 SMITH DRAY LINE $6,207.20 
7000207826 SMITH DRAY LINE STORAGE & INC. CO $150.00 
7000005017 SMITH HARDWARE $678.23 
7000084292 SMITH-SHEALY STEEL SERVICES INC $552.12 
7000212394 SMYERS CORPORATION $434.00 
7000197894 SNIDER FLEET SOLUTIONS $3,772.39 
7000143038 SNIDER TIRE INC $62,211.83 
7000150789 SNIDER TIRE INC $5,389.21 
7000168030 SNIDER TIRE INC $4,112.09 
7000201650 SNIPES BODY SHOP $3,072.80 
7000045607 SO-DEEP INC $59,051.80 
7000009079 SOFT-ART $5,600.00 
7000017653 SOLID WASTE DEPT $520.00 
7000042608 SOSSAMON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC $240,383.42 
7000175081 SOUTH CAROLINA BAR - CLE $2,010.00 
7000025649 SOUTH CAROLINA BROADCASTERS ASSOC $180.00 
7000074848 SOUTH CAROLINA COLLISION CENTER IN $4,602.38 
7000156227 SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS CO $20,452.08 
7000179119 SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS CO $2,705,247.10 
7000200579 SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS CO $571,738.01 
7000186575 SOUTHEAST EMULSIONS INC $3,705.84 
7000208629 SOUTHEAST EMULSIONS INC $7,301.72 
7000208781 SOUTHEAST EMULSIONS INC $3,716.04 
7000070219 SOUTHEASTERN CONCRETE OF UPSTATE $1,867.15 
7000073170 SOUTHEASTERN CONCRETE PRODUCTS $8,306.56 
7000143699 SOUTHEASTERN CONSTRUCTION $18,500.00 
7000041409 SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRICAL DIST $25,774.87 
7000025969 SOUTHEASTERN PAPER GROUP $341.93 
7000153343 SOUTHEASTERN PAPER GROUP $675.35 
7000029836 SOUTHEASTERN PIPE & DRAIN SYSTEMS $28,289.88 
7000204784 SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL SAFETY AND TR $1,275.00 
7000030509 SOUTHEASTERN ROAD TREATMENT $103,144.28 
7000141166 SOUTH EASTERN TREE CARE $4,980.00 
7000153763 SOUTHEAST INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT INC $9,824.17 
7000165448 SOUTH EAST MOWING LLC $30,560.00 
7000014996 SOUTHERN ASPHALT INC $1,798,099.11 
7000029294 SOUTHERN ASPHALT INC $30,061.24 
7000025523 SOUTHERN BURGLAR & FIRE ALARM CO $324.00 
7000111953 SOUTHERN CONCRETE &  CONSTRUCTION $821,603.71 
7000172034 SOUTHERN CRANE $20,356.00 
7000025676 SOUTHERN LUMBER & MILLWORK $787,921.67 
7000029370 SOUTHERN MACHINE & TOOL INC $2,535.63 
7000152447 SOUTHERN MUNICIPAL EQUIPMENT CO $303,495.50 
7000024729 SOUTHERN PUMP & TANK COMPANY LLC $213.82 
7000199335 SOUTHERN PUMP & TANK COMPANY LLC $14,934.61 
7000214627 SOUTHERN STATES PAVEMENT MARKINGS $160,756.37 
7000047547 SOUTHERN TRAFFIC SERVICES INC $42,625.00 
7000006604 SOUTHERN TREE EXPERTS $9,000.00 
7000040746 SOUTHERN TREE SERVICES OF BEAUFORT $1,000.00 
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7000142307 SOUTHERN VISTAS INC $65,637.02 
7000026139 SOUTHLAND EQUIPMENT SERVICE, INC $850.43 
7000126513 SOUTHWAY CRANE AND RIGGING-COLUMBIA $401.70 
7000123561 SPARROW & KENNEDY TRACTOR CO INC $17,311.51 
7000153672 SPARROW & KENNEDY TRACTOR CO INC $4,960.37 
7000004716 SPARTAN BACKFLOW $225.00 
7000186026 SPARTANBURG CNTY TREAS $1,426.14 
7000185286 SPARTANBURG CO ENGINEERING DEPT $580,679.35 
7000017921 SPARTANBURG CO LANDFILL $8,962.96 
7000160644 SPARTANBURG COUNTY FINANCE $1,348,645.44 
7000180832 SPARTANBURG COUNTY REGISTER OF $302.00 
7000146010 SPARTANBURG COUNTY TRANSPORTATION C $85,058.14 
7000033273 SPARTANBURG DODGE INC $547.66 
7000066599 SPARTANBURG RADIATOR & MUFFLER INC $2,888.50 
7000030103 SPARTANBURG WATER SYSTEM $28,269.42 
7000048666 SPARTANTEC INC $15,795.00 
7000100406 SPATS $294,603.59 
7000004462 SPEARMAN CTR FOR PROFESSIONAL $165.00 
7000046155 SPECIALTY FIRE PROTECTION LLC $1,365.00 
7000204995 SPECIALTY PRODUCTS INC $8,048.16 
7000095475 SPECIALTY STEELS $577.25 
7000044016 SPECIALTY TIRES OF AMERICA $2,099.42 
7000109377 SPECTRUM BUILDING SYSTEMS INC $27,480.73 
7000050235 SPECTRUM REPORTING SERVICES $856.05 
7000151651 SPIKES LAWN SERVICE $600.00 
7000091276 SPIRIT COMMUNICATIONS $1,088,011.84 
7000091180 SPOK INC $16.02 
7000121880 SPORTS TROPHIES $548.00 
7000174566 SPRINGS AND THINGS $1,606.27 
7000008713 SPRINT PCS $355.24 
7000014016 S & S WELDING & FABRICATION $16,870.37 
7000082544 STACEY CAMPBELL $800.00 
7000169412 STAFFORD NUT & BOLT $2,088.18 
7000149172 STANDARD INSURANCE CO $4,754.55 
7000016308 STANLEYS HEATING AND AIR & $1,505.11 
7000103494 STANTEC CONSULTING SERVICES INC $488,699.29 
7000128154 STANTEC CONSULTING SERVICES INC $935,468.38 
7000122679 STAPLES ADVANTAGE $93.72 
7000143463 STAR CLEANING USA INC $92,440.77 
7000167066 STAR CLEANING USA INC $276,115.79 
7000025630 STAR REDI MIX INC $137,762.89 
7000116418 STATE AUTO PAINT LLC $768.42 
7000004989 STATE TREE SERVICE LLC $6,526,208.76 
7000124487 STATE TREE SERVICE LLC $36,425.00 
7000068571 STAXS ORIGINAL RESTAURANT LLC $406.00 
7000064045 STAY ALERT SAFETY SERVICES INC $104,725.50 
7000139465 STAYBRIDGE SUITES-COLUMBIA $2,510.56 
7000038341 STEEDLEY FENCE LLC $3,896.50 
7000027420 STEEN ENTERPRISES INC $454.46 
7000031806 STERICYCLE INC $117.00 
7000146185 STERLING GLASS LLC $10,270.00 
7000119501 STEVE LANGLEY $1,750.00 
7000048734 STEVE MILLER $2,079.85 
7000129114 STEVENSON WEIR INC $559.32 
7000002915 STEVES TRAPPING SERVICE $1,011.00 
7000104764 STEWART CONSTR CO OF GREER INC $637,511.45 
7000018129 ST GEORGE WATER CO $103.78 
7000197534 STIHL INCORPORATED $12,324.01 
7000045515 STILES HEATING & COOLING INC $5,758.00 
7000178324 STILLINGERS BODY SHOP INC $6,301.63 
7000038165 STOCKMAN OIL COMPANY TWO INC $33,840.30 
7000027475 STOLL TRAILERS INC $435.05 
7000135435 STOLTZ MFG LLC $6,736.94 
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7000004598 STONES BODY SHOP $237.12 
7000181004 STRAWSER CONSTRUCTION INC $4,704,821.64 
7000097534 STREAMLINE TECHNOLOGIES INC $480.00 
7000176429 STRICKLANDS HYDRAULICS LLC $768.06 
7000197556 STRICKLANDS TREE SERVICE LLC $1,850.00 
7000168611 STRIKE FORCE CLEANING SERVICE $2,340.79 
7000025628 STRINGER OIL CO INC $24.09 
7000111961 STV /RALPH WHITEHEAD ASSOCIATES $766,963.17 
7000172091 SUBURBAN PROPANE-1166 $5,569.88 
7000174238 SUBURBAN PROPANE-1217 $4,211.92 
7000194133 SUBURBAN PROPANE-1298 $11,275.69 
7000199521 SUBURBAN PROPANE-1728 $3,388.70 
7000212375 SUBWAY OF GREENVILLE 5 LLC $216.44 
7000030176 SUMMERVILLE COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC $513.75 
7000032313 SUMMERVILLE COMMUNICATIONS INC $465.60 
7000018247 SUMMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL $270.00 
7000207400 SUMNER LAW FIRM LLC $12,950.00 
7000002811 SUMTER CARQUEST $239.24 
7000159475 SUMTER COUNTY $37,316.00 
7000026680 SUMTER COUNTY DSN BOARD $306,988.74 
7000017935 SUMTER COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS $200.00 
7000179903 SUMTER COUNTY SHILOH WATER SYSTEM $129,426.60 
7000012306 SUMTER SENIOR SERVICES $71,551.00 
7000037454 SUNBELT RENTALS INC $48,663.56 
7000130868 SUNBELT RENTALS INC $2,863.35 
7000163554 SUNBELT RENTALS INC $7,395.00 
7000025631 SUNRISE AUTO SUPPLY INC $5,611.95 
7000147609 SUNSHINE RENTAL UNIFORM SERVICE $806.70 
7000085554 SUNSHINE UNIFORM SERVICES INC $107.56 
7000107404 SUNTRUST MERCHANT SERVICES LLC $4,486.89 
7000048168 SUPERIOR AUTOMOTIVE INC $288.95 
7000205899 SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY $55,000.00 
7000051379 SUPERIOR CRANES INC $20,740.00 
7000025766 SUPERIOR DIESEL INC $6,688.39 
7000025509 SUPERIOR PARTS CO INC $2,522.19 
7000154014 SUPERIOR SIGNALS $0.00 
7000154690 SUPERIOR SIGNALS $277.00 
7000088511 SUPREME REFRIGERATION LLC $127.48 
7000196085 SURV-KAP LLC $2,995.36 
7000050550 SWARCO INDUSTRIES INC $6,890.00 
7000031836 SWEEPING CORP OF AMERICA INC $45,923.50 
7000008678 SWEEPING SOUTH INC $92,737.62 
7000143296 SYNERGY FRANCHISING CORPORATION $460.00 
7000029333 SYNTERRA CORPORATION $136,287.11 
7000203298 TADCO  REBUILDERS $680.96 
7000161137 TAGALUCCI GROUP LLC $2,266.59 
7000109582 TA INSTRUMENTS-WATERS LLC $4,608.00 
7000083532 TAPFIN $1,185,543.78 
7000106486 TAYLOR & BURNS COATING $606,044.04 
7000087220 TAYLOR ENTERPRISES INC $1,428.06 
7000135871 TAYLOR & MURPHY CONSTRUCTION $24,920.52 
7000035404 TBP SERVICES INCORPORATED $575.30 
7000049698 T C SQUARED ADVERTISING $200.00 
7000011488 TDS TELECOM $1,387.27 
7000118970 TEKNA CORPORATION $1,308,818.14 
7000147683 TELVENT DTN INC $23,386.86 
7000033229 TEMPLE INC $3,646,597.00 
7000024880 TENCARVA MACHINERY COMPANY INC $3,054.96 
7000195981 TEREX UTILITIES $1,055.00 
7000127445 TERI J LEINBACH LLC $32,017.25 
7000087355 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $626.00 
7000121165 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $2,600.00 
7000139015 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $165.00 
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7000140001 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $600.00 
7000148978 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $2,326.80 
7000163631 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $327.00 
7000170449 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $144.00 
7000175847 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $195.00 
7000178651 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $485.00 
7000179314 TERMINIX SERVICE INC $226.13 
7000035379 TERMINIX SERVICE INC. $1,540.00 
7000101705 TERMINIX SERVICES INC $180.00 
7000120990 TERRACON CONSULTANTS INC $82,945.47 
7000164534 TERRACON CONSULTANTS INC $34,920.42 
7000048483 TERRELL HUNDLEY & CARROLL $1,290,530.40 
7000012290 TERRYS RADIATOR SHOP & WRECKER $65.00 
7000009217 TESSCO TECHNOLOGIES $45,884.12 
7000126669 TEST MARK INDUSTRIES INC $8,419.83 
7000030431 TESTMASTER OF AUGUSTA $972.85 
7000210882 TEXAS INDUSTRIAL REMCOR INC $465.96 
7000214470 THAD COLEMAN DRILLING & PUMP $6,405.00 
7000128044 THE BUILDING CENTER INC $2,680.41 
7000030284 THE CHARLES LEA CENTER INC $37,301.00 
7000098965 THE COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC WORKS $700.50 
7000015773 THE COMMUNITY TIMES $317.16 
7000010933 THE EDGEFIELD ADVERTISER LLC $175.00 
7000015544 THE FRANCIS MARION HOTEL $6,849.74 
7000154697 THE FRIENDLY CATERER $974.75 
7000018755 THE GEORGE SEELKE COMPANY $18,286.06 
7000091818 THE GREENERY $3,520.00 
7000078652 THE GREENERY INC $135,244.42 
7000022201 THE GREENVILLE NEWS $1,146.33 
7000145222 THE GREENVILLE NEWS $1,272.90 
7000087200 THE GROVE PARK INN RESORT INC $8,100.78 
7000203343 THE HERALD INDEPENDENT $175.50 
7000011060 THE HERMANOS UPHOLSTERERS $1,797.18 
7000029353 THE HOLLOWAY COMPANY INC $1,788.06 
7000123487 THE INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS $1,200.00 
7000027171 THE KEY SHOP INC $3,438.08 
7000141186 THE LANCASTER NEWS $78.75 
7000040944 THE LANE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY $38,301,115.76 
7000027286 THE LPA GROUP INC $1,199,437.45 
7000057163 THE MILLER GROUP INC $8,646.23 
7000200335 THE MILLS HOUSE GRAND HOTEL $2,818.62 
7000012175 THE NEWS $150.42 
7000025410 THE NEWS AND PRESS INC $77.00 
7000014572 THE OFFICE PLACE INC $52,626.24 
7000139259 THE PALMETTO COMPANY OF THE $36.00 
7000178829 THE PALMETTO COMPANY OF THE CAROLIN $180.00 
7000015168 THE PAPERHOUSE $45.36 
7000011080 THE POST AND COURIER LLC $10,474.45 
7000032502 THE SHARON COMPANY INC $14,434.06 
7000092859 THE STATE NEWSPAPER $6,789.31 
7000012208 THE SUN NEWS $1,025.14 
7000021770 THE TIMES AND DEMOCRAT $56.34 
7000169468 THE TROPHY AND GIFT SHOP $32.10 
7000107585 THE WESTIN HILTON HEAD ISLAND $138.10 
7000204638 THE WHOLE NINE YARDS $46,572.24 
7000148687 THE WILLOW COMPANY INC $5,375.00 
7000162084 THIRSTY FELLOW PIZZERIA $169.68 
7000203214 THIRSTY TURTLE II LLC $51,881.00 
7000034412 THOMAS BROTHERS NURSERY & $164,662.22 
7000169341 THOMAS CONCRETE OF CAROLINAS INC $2,932.39 
7000115869 THOMAS CONCRETE OF SOUTH CAROLINA $21,522.98 
7000076759 THOMAS MECHANICAL LLC $960.44 
7000112390 THOMAS SHELBY & COMPANY INC $7,740.98 
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7000028431 THOM CHEM INC $23,286.01 
7000184455 THOMPSON CONSULTING SERVICES $3,891,923.64 
7000141576 THOMPSON & HENRY PA $5,806.91 
7000042768 THOMPSON INDUSTRIAL SERVICES INC $190.93 
7000202079 THOMSON REUTERS - WEST $7,726.04 
7000025949 THORNLEYS SERVICE $3,901.89 
7000041902 THRELKO INC $1,633,625.99 
7000026343 THRIFT BROTHERS INC $4,914.95 
7000029857 THRIFT DEVELOPMENT CORP $5,970,758.58 
7000032536 TIC - THE INDUSTRIAL COMPANY $6,900.00 
7000181242 TIC - THE INDUSTRIAL COMPANY $395,519.00 
7000198991 TIDEWATER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES IN $21,353.38 
7000198994 TIDEWATER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES IN $39,936.53 
7000056153 TIGER CORPORATION $552,759.61 
7000149761 TIGER CORPORATION $23,109.36 
7000150048 TIMBERLINE TREE SERVICE LLC $2,950.00 
7000164050 TIME WARNER CABLE $6,298.24 
7000178641 TIME WARNER CABLE $3,692.31 
7000191687 TIME WARNER CABLE $13,922.27 
7000063524 TINDALL CORPORATION $8,152.36 
7000146983 TIRE TOWN INC OF CONWAY $6,801.11 
7000027306 TIRE TOWN OF MYRTLE BEACH, INC. $7,735.35 
7000084721 TITAN CONCRETE PUMPING LLC $747.50 
7000181369 TMI SERVICES INC $450,029.98 
7000206499 TMS ASPHALT SPECIALTIES LLC $850.00 
7000091666 T-N-T OF YORK COUNTY INC $4,024.63 
7000139865 TNT SIGNS $1,800.00 
7000088782 TODDCO DISTRIBUTORS LLC $16,185.38 
7000005069 TOMMYS WRECKER SERVICE $200.00 
7000206687 TOMMY WAYNE CUDD $504.00 
7000016012 TOM SAWYER COMPANY $500.00 
890100346 TONI TECHNIK GMBH $2,962.83 
7000147914 TOP SAFETY PRODUCTS COMPANY $13,847.82 
7000157448 TOTALSIR LLC $180.00 
7000196159 TOWE 24HR TOWING $10,337.23 
7000030107 TOWN OF ALLENDALE $2,358.41 
7000030108 TOWN OF ANDREWS $1,523.84 
7000025916 TOWN OF BETHUNE $387.84 
7000030115 TOWN OF BLACKSBURG $23,241.06 
7000030120 TOWN OF CHERAW $303.58 
7000030122 TOWN OF CHESTERFIELD $5,943.05 
7000030141 TOWN OF HEMINGWAY $323.06 
7000027609 TOWN OF HILTON HEAD ISLAND $58,036.70 
7000030148 TOWN OF KINGSTREE $2,326.17 
7000030192 TOWN OF LEXINGTON $315,445.39 
7000030154 TOWN OF MCBEE $294.09 
7000030159 TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT $7,514.30 
7000182923 TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT $578,258.45 
7000030165 TOWN OF PAGELAND $836.40 
7000012293 TOWN OF PERRY WATER DISTRICT $358.00 
7000030171 TOWN OF RIDGELAND $1,688.81 
7000030243 TOWN OF SALUDA COMM OF PUBLIC WORKS $2,842.92 
7000026261 TOWN OF SANTEE $28,991.54 
7000072323 TOWN OF SOCIETY HILL $18,514.57 
7000030242 TOWN OF SPRINGFIELD $502.88 
7000026222 TOWN OF ST GEORGE WATER DEPARTMENT $1,589.85 
7000030173 TOWN OF ST MATTHEWS $1,806.15 
7000033331 TOWN OF WINNSBORO $28,174.89 
7000058605 TOXCO INC $3,165.75 
7000168861 TOYOTA CENTER $183.45 
7000107081 TRACK GROUP LLC $837.25 
7000022921 TRAFCON INDUSTRIES $27,554.66 
7000060532 TRAFFIC DATA CONNECTION INC $445.00 
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7000032826 TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTOR LINKS INC $8,208.64 
7000030954 TRAFFIC PARTS INC $5,519.53 
7000191852 TRAFFICWARE GROUP INC $716,926.00 
7000076673 TRAILERLOGIC LLC $4,184.35 
7000125187 TRANE US INC $8,279.00 
7000030524 TRANSAFE INC $4,796.24 
7000211331 TRANSLECTRIC INC $121.95 
7000201633 TRANSOFT SOLUTIONS INC $11,704.00 
7000016213 TRANSPO ELECTRIC CO $742.68 
7000146151 TRANSPORTATION ASSOC OF SC $250.00 
7000057165 TRANSPORTATION CONTROL SYSTEMS INC $5,136.67 
7000031927 TRANSYSTEMS CORPORATION $38,344.61 
7000200000 TRANSYSTEMS CORPORATION $448,173.13 
7000049774 TRAXLERS LAWN CARE LLC $227,598.68 
7000206965 TRC COMPANIES INC $172,393.30 
7000077916 TRC ENGINEERS INC $9,780.69 
7000144290 TRC ENVIRONEMENTAL $35,487.14 
7000144304 TRC ENVIRONMENTAL INC $85,252.26 
7000029248 TREES SC $100.00 
7000214624 TRIANGLE GRADING AND PAVING INC $142,358.95 
7000025178 TRI-COUNTY ELECTRIC CO-OP INC $45,562.64 
7000025608 TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE $684,690.78 
7000138181 TRI COUNTY TRANSFER STATION $6,034.58 
7000011859 TRI-COUNTY TRANSFER STATION $10,650.69 
7000026232 TRICO WATER COMPANY INC $6,779.74 
7000035652 TRIDENT MEDICAL CENTER LLC $4,092.00 
7000025620 TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE $824.99 
7000160201 TRI ENVIRONMENTAL INC $60.00 
7000064287 TRINITY HIGHWAY SAFETY PRODUCTS $1,886.80 
7000004833 TRIPLE G ENTERPRISE LLC $650.00 
7000005892 TRIPLE S GARAGE $13,765.22 
7000203760 TROTTER BUILDERS INC $11,200.00 
7000028907 TROUBLESHOOTER A/C & REFRIGERATION $1,131.61 
7000024784 TROXLER ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES INC $34,582.08 
7000039039 TROY PRICE $8,250.00 
7000030405 TRUCK PARTS SPECIALISTS OF AUGUSTA $942.75 
7000142304 TRUCKPRO LLC $156.86 
7000134588 TRUCK SUPPLY COMPANY $1,385.61 
7000031232 TRUCK SUPPLY CO OF SC INC $6,955.57 
7000011071 TRUVISTA $17,872.31 
7000006020 TSA/ADVET $42,935.40 
7000029873 TUCKER MATERIALS OF COLUMBIA INC $443.21 
7000197174 TUCKER MATERIALS OF COLUMBIA INC $1,601.24 
7000057798 TUCKER MATERIALS OF MYRTLE BEACH $4,261.35 
7000016597 TUCKER PAVING $2,000.00 
7000048979 TUHIN BASU & ASSOCIATES INC $96,195.44 
7000097384 TUPPER, GRIMSLEY & DEAN, PA $2,332.97 
7000144195 TURNER PADGET GRAHAM LANEY $1,428.27 
7000004479 TURNERS SHARPENING SERVICE $1,798.00 
7000188771 TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY $1,447.55 
7000027356 TYLERS SANITATION INC $3,149.40 
7000043085 T Y LIN INTERNATIONAL $92,162.77 
7000142217 TY LIN INTERNATIONAL $156,978.69 
7000206100 UFP MID-ATLANTIC LLC PLANT 288 $2,034.93 
7000205396 UNIFIRST $1,742.77 
7000000355 UNIFIRST CORP 214 $237.11 
7000111049 UNIFIRST CORP 214 $948.26 
7000040287 UNIFIRST CORPORATION $1,115.91 
7000136616 UNIFIRST CORPORATION $39.50 
7000203918 UNIFIRST CORPORATION $71.14 
7000017945 UNION COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $10.00 
7000200259 UNION PORTABLE BUILDINGS & SALES $3,063.40 
7000146533 UNITED CONTRACTORS LLC $20,960,498.92 
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7000146534 UNITED CONTRACTORS LLC $135,438.22 
7000091823 UNITED ENERGY DISTRIBUTORS $668.06 
7000026939 UNITED INFRASTRUCTURE GROUP, INC. $11,065,374.63 
7000091412 UNITED PARCEL SERVICE $1,095.39 
7000037868 UNITED PARCEL SERVICE INC $530.15 
7000035262 UNITED RENTALS $5,573.51 
7000141592 UNITED RENTALS INC $2,327.65 
7000191611 UNITED RENTALS NORTH AMERICA INC $2,992.23 
7000204794 UNITED STATES SURETY COMPANY $108,197.60 
7000032280 UNITED WOOD TREATING CO INC $2,325.67 
7000095832 UNIVERSAL ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE $1,031.59 
7000030695 UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA $0.00 
7000194273 UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA $1,400.00 
7000212651 UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA $400.00 
7000009341 UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND-COLLEGE PARK $963,764.00 
7000025869 UPPER SAVANNAH COUNCIL OF $108,826.20 
7000142270 UPS $5,112.50 
7000143154 UPS SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS INC $47.72 
7000211211 UPSTATE AUTO ELECTRIC $1,701.30 
7000025639 URQUHART PLUMBING CO INC $710.55 
7000142310 URS CORPORATION $678,981.76 
7000150612 URS CORPORATION $39,260.03 
7000161567 URS CORPORATION-ATLANTA $105,533.68 
7000025833 US ALUMINUM & STEEL HWY PRODUCTS $8,770.86 
7000190716 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS $465,000.00 
7000084354 US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION $500.00 
7000032742 USDA APHIS/WS $816,584.98 
7000045574 US DITCHER INC $56,880.83 
7000137594 US FOODSERVICE-FORT MILL $1,740.00 
7000147031 U S FOUNDRY & MFG CORPORATION $4,501.48 
7000121601 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY $65,467.69 
7000169514 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY $543,392.99 
7000028207 US GROUP INC $3,456,323.37 
7000205934 US GROUP INC $1,885,375.03 
7000082844 US INK AND TONER INC $353.79 
7000134561 US LAWNS OF COLUMBIA $2,207.50 
7000199584 US MOWER INC $3,262.72 
7000022694 US POSTAL SERVICE $794.05 
7000038790 US POSTAL SERVICE $835.00 
7000149619 US POSTAL SERVICE $11,456.00 
7000208898 US POSTAL SERVICE $397.00 
7000188549 US POSTMASTER $180.00 
7000001402 US STAMPED ENVELOPE AGENCY $792.90 
7000175080 UTILICOM SUPPLY ASSOCIATES LLC $0.00 
7000175084 UTILICOM SUPPLY ASSOCIATES LLC $28,129.96 
7000129402 UTILITY LINES CONSTRUCTION $1,536,304.30 
7000172817 UZ ENGINEERED PRODUCTS LLC $966.68 
7000027598 VACUUM CENTER INC $3,432.14 
7000022884 VALK MANUFACTURING COMPANY $172,839.55 
7000055465 VALLEY SPRING WATER & COFFEE CO LLC $1,836.33 
7000163357 VARROW INC $92,460.36 
7000145476 VAUGHN & MELTON CONSULTING $165,145.18 
7000050407 VAUGHN & MELTON INC $150.00 
7000085438 VE GROUP LLC $49,586.62 
7000191632 VELVET  JENKINS $6,387.50 
7000093035 VERIZON WIRELESS $402,435.70 
7000145050 VERIZON WIRELESS $12,495.07 
7000172907 VER MAC INC $59,525.60 
7000176281 VERMONT LAW SCHOOL $250.00 
7000205217 VERNON SINGLETON $1,060.00 
7000166462 VERSCO COMMERCIAL CLEANING LLC $990.00 
7000033183 VIC BAILEY FORD INC $3,138.38 
7000079092 VIC BAILEY FORD INC $74,475.69 
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7000129585 VIC BAILEY FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY INC $3,067.45 
7000024967 VICTORY BOLT SPECIALTY INC $168.04 
7000205623 VINCENT & SONS TREE SERVICE $2,150.00 
7000033900 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY CORP $17,217.44 
7000166657 VIRTUAL IMAGE TECHNOLOGY $2,016.51 
7000177657 VULCAN ALUMINUM $395,712.98 
7000136178 VULCAN CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS $1,516.14 
7000030792 VULCAN INC $4,549.50 
7000177097 VULCAN MATERIALS $349,235.67 
7000021780 VWR INTERNATIONAL LLC $6,008.22 
7000034300 VWR INTERNATIONAL LLC $1,236.79 
7000162619 WACCAMAW MECHANICAL SERVICES LLC $12,146.00 
7000025942 WACCAMAW REGIONAL COUNCIL OF $521,878.77 
7000116079 WACCAMAW REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION $1,309,783.31 
7000013405 WACCAMAW RTA $16,879.00 
7000179301 WAGNER CONSULTING GROUP INC $125.00 
7000044418 WAKE STONE CORPORATION $20,011.98 
7000026819 WALKER BROTHERS INC $1,276,255.57 
7000028541 WALKER WHITE INC $7,291.21 
7000204043 WALLPAPER PROS $2,950.00 
7000027993 WALSH HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING $3,700.00 
7000013718 WALSH SUPPLY $134.00 
7000189464 WALTER B COOK $8,577.54 
7000202849 WALTERBORO WORKFORCE $1,696.00 
7000033889 WANCO INC $87.00 
7000205844 WANCO INC $1,068.12 
7000051278 WAPER INC $1,793.76 
7000145363 WARD ELECTRICAL INC $3,574.00 
7000025748 WARDEN & SMITH INC $12,280.41 
7000012778 WARD & MCELVEEN $1,397.65 
7000042993 WARREN TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC $288,585.60 
7000131049 WASTE CONNECTIONS OF SOUTH CAROLINA $4,664.25 
7000131048 WASTE CONNECTIONS OF THE CAROLINAS $192.00 
7000188886 WASTE CONNECTIONS OF THE CAROLINAS $1,086.75 
7000200435 WASTE HAULERS INC $948.20 
7000039918 WASTE INDUSTRIES INC $139.21 
7000122621 WASTE INDUSTRIES INC $6,423.42 
7000144437 WASTE INDUSTRIES INC $69.00 
7000147712 WASTE INDUSTRIES INC $140.07 
7000146801 WASTE MANAGEMENT $284.94 
7000149100 WASTE MANAGEMENT $4,642.68 
7000163272 WASTE MANAGEMENT $27,494.65 
7000166667 WASTE MANAGEMENT $1,310.04 
7000167778 WASTE MANAGEMENT $255.63 
7000208138 WASTE MANAGEMENT $13,126.02 
7000174918 WASTE MANAGEMENT / COLUMBIA HAULING $2,114.42 
7000020847 WASTE MANAGEMENT-COLUMBIA HAULING $20,192.37 
7000033146 WASTE MANAGEMENT INC $220.75 
7000137563 WASTE MANAGEMENT INC $22,798.92 
7000034523 WASTE MANAGEMENT OF CAROLINAS INC $1,598.79 
7000020839 WASTE MANAGEMENT OF SC INC $349.40 
7000174536 WASTE MANAGEMENT OF THE CAROLINAS $1,441.45 
7000144518 WASTE MANAGEMENT-ORANGEBURG HAULING $1,345.81 
7000142803 WASTE MANAGEMENT-SPARTANBURG HAULIN $740.00 
7000109453 WATERS CAFE $1,497.27 
7000050108 WATERTIGHT SYSTEMS INC $7,600.00 
7000069033 WATTS & ASSOCIATES ROOFING INC $1,750.00 
7000052615 WAYNE MCCALL $890.00 
7000182907 WAYTEK INC $3,696.33 
7000132480 WCI OF SC - GREENVILLE $48.00 
7000175232 WCI OF SC - GREENVILLE $144.00 
7000130097 WELBORN INC $14,538.84 
7000146776 WELDORS SUPPLY HOUSE INC $291.73 
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7000206663 WENDY CHILDERS $1,134.00 
7000096350 WEST CAROLINA RURAL TELEPHONE $7,255.58 
7000133195 WEST CHATHAM WARNING DEVICES INC $599.20 
7000027053 WEST ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS $2,351.00 
7000204788 WESTERN CAROLINA CHAPTER OF THE $530.00 
7000149797 WEST LAND CLEARING LLC $377,062.50 
7000205472 WEST LAW FIRM LLC $10,810.50 
7000030184 WESTMINSTER UTILITY DEPARTMENT $6,305.15 
7000173003 WESTON & SAMPSON $36,134.80 
7000180085 WESTON & SAMPSON $36,019.98 
7000024256 WEST PUBLISHING CORPORATION $5,396.74 
7000028610 W FRAZIER CONSTRUCTION INC $10,187.37 
7000025638 WHAM BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION CO INC $3,540.00 
7000166796 WHAM BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION CO INC $62,344.71 
7000151120 WHITE CRANE COMPANY INC $237,755.25 
7000024793 WHITES TIRE SERVICE $1,944.54 
7000019738 WIDNERS SEPTIC TANK SERVICE $596.60 
7000159602 WILBUR BRYAN HIPP JR $1,119.99 
7000179761 WILDLANDS ENGINEERING INC $8,525.63 
7000029630 WILKINS NORWOOD APPRAISAL $17,439.75 
7000027629 WILLARD INCORPORATED $9,992.00 
7000026184 WILLCOX BUYCK & WILLIAMS PA $76,103.21 
7000054697 WILLIAM E GRAVLEY $803.79 
7000161587 WILLIAM JEFFREY HORTON $7,200.00 
7000201659 WILLIAM MICHAEL MCCOLLOUGH $19,017.20 
7000017958 WILLIAMSBURG CO TRANSIT SYSTEM $876,215.76 
7000108563 WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY CLERK OF COURT $33.00 
7000028362 WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY DSNB $90,302.00 
7000025965 WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE $38,840.00 
7000005065 WILLIAMS CONCRETE WORKS $850.00 
7000066287 WILLIAMS FLOORING OF LANCASTER INC $3,797.25 
7000006362 WILLIAMSON PLUMBING $802.00 
7000012910 WILLIAMS TIRE $1,223.40 
7000150744 WILLIAMS & WALSH LLC $167,500.00 
7000012774 WILLIAMS & WILLIAMS PA $12,437.66 
7000032532 WILLIE JOE WASHINGTON $205.00 
7000209484 WILLIE LEE WILLIAMS $5,625.00 
7000029190 WILLOUGHBY & HOEFER PA $202,424.20 
7000035958 WILMAS PUMP AND TANK CO INC $378.08 
7000025268 WILSON EQUIPMENT CO INC $3,725.49 
7000208796 WILSON FINLEY CO $6,565.47 
7000010206 WILSON GAS SERVICE $390.00 
7000192769 WINDSTREAM CORPORATION $21,926.00 
7000015985 WINGATE INN $1,552.10 
7000026927 WITHERSPOON HEATING & COOLING INC $4,973.50 
7000077122 WM ROEBUCK INC $1,343,680.48 
7000025381 WO BLACKSTONE & CO INC $282,138.05 
7000091998 WOLFE GLASS CO LLC $356.30 
7000014718 WOLFES TRUCK & TRAILER REPAIR $1,833.36 
7000209564 WOODROW W WILLARD JR $2,774.00 
7000030237 WOODRUFF ROEBUCK WATER DISTRICT $306.04 
7000009380 WOODS LOCKSMITH SERVICE $126.00 
7000056597 WOOLPERT INC $1,371,455.10 
7000052475 WORK AREA PROTECTION CORP $8,359.94 
7000024504 WORK AREA PROTECTION CORPORATION $59,463.57 
7000208168 WORKMANS PALLET SERVICE LLC $4,297.44 
7000193368 WORLDWIDE EQUIPMENT OF SC INC $2,844.92 
7000119034 WOTCO INC $10,632.60 
7000202241 WOW! $66.68 
7000152827 WPC INC $15,015.00 
7000180916 WRIGHT FOR U SERVICES LLC $46,908.90 
7000005057 WRIGHTS PLUMBING $376.62 
7000139525 WSA ENTERPRISES INC $2,700.00 
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7000197995 W T MURPHY CONSTRUCTION $70,494.00 
7000012458 WUKELA LAW FIRM $47,555.37 
7000110910 W W GRAINGER INC $1,315.44 
7000139847 W W WILLIAMS $605.07 
7000141598 W W WILLIAMS $505.10 
7000141599 W W WILLIAMS $3,253.30 
7000027090 WW WILLIAMS $11,317.77 
7000133134 WW WILLIAMS $14,681.07 
7000142449 WYOMING DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION $900.00 
7000053898 XEROX CORPORATION $425.00 
7000092241 XEROX CORPORATION $13,781.05 
7000161627 XPEDITE SYSTEMS LLC $5,593.94 
7000033457 XP SOFTWARE INC $2,253.00 
7000212063 YANCEY TRUCK CENTERS LLC $6,211.63 
7000189685 YORK COUNTY $30,713.37 
7000211000 YORK COUNTY $24,511.11 
7000028068 YORK COUNTY ADULT DAY CARE SERVICES $81,216.53 
7000027588 YORK COUNTY BOARD OF DISABILITIES $83,660.00 
7000017963 YORK COUNTY CLERK OF COURTS OFFICE $431.00 
7000030079 YORK COUNTY GOVERNMENT $2,208.00 
7000017962 YORK COUNTY LANDFILL $39,718.86 
7000025554 YORK COUNTY NATURAL GAS AUTHORITY $20,700.84 
7000017967 YORK COUNTY TREASURER $82,549.30 
7000017968 YORK COUNTY WATER/SEWER $7,060.43 
7000025186 YORK ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC $67,144.89 
7000184465 YORKS TREE SERVICE $1,600.00 
7000030266 YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE $10,230.50 
7000193455 ZACHRY CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION $30,704,916.10 
7000193541 ZACHRY CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION $7,965,414.15 
7000140962 ZEBRA CUSTOM DESIGNS INC $2,498.25 
7000176404 ZORN CONSULTING LLC $170.00 
 
 
